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ABSTRACT. 

A theory of non-normal group extension is developed to 

construct all groups, G = ASB, for given groups A and B, 

in which each g E: G has a unique expression as asb, or as 

b's'a', where a,a' €.. A, s,s' E: S, b,b' E: B. A group, G, will 

have this property if and only if it contains A and B as 

fully inconjugate subgroups, i.e. for which no non-trivial 

subgroups of A and B are conjugate in G. 

G may be expressed by a "generalised transcoset", fA,s,B,Xl, 

where ?< is a permutation on the elements of G (or on the 

formal product, ASB, in its derivation) This contains com

plete information about the structure of G. 

For fA,s ,B ,'X'J to be a generalised transcoset, ?( must be 

chosen so that two conditions (the A- and B-commuting con

ditions) are satisfied. The generalised transcoset must 

satisfy further straightforward conditions in order to de

fine a group over ASB. Thus the construction of groups, 

G = ASB = BSA, is a special case of the problem of const

ructing generalised transcosets, of interest in its own 

right. 

A transcoset of A is an ordered triple, fA,R,~J, satisfying 

the A-commuting condition. [A,S,B,x1 can be interpreted as 

simultaneously a transcoset of A, viz. ~A,(SB),~l , and a 

transcoset of B, viz. fB,(SA),'X-'}. All transcosets of A can 

be partitioned into, and concatenated from, elementary trans-



ABSTRACT. (continued) 

cosets of A, for which the structure is determined. 

The problem of constructing all generalised transcosets 

of A and B, i.e. transcosets of A which are also transcos

ets of B, is considered, both for the special case of S = E, 

yielding G as a Zappa product, AB, A fl B = E, and for the 

case of non-trivial S, but with A and B both of order 2, 

for which a schematic method is introduced. 

A computer investigation of the elementary transcosets of 

A = D8 , the dihedral group of order 8, is discussed, in the 

context of Zappa products. 
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CHAPTER I. On Groups generated by two fully inconjugate 

Subgroups. 

1.1. Theories of Group Extension. 

, 
1.1.1.1. DEFINITION. Two subgroups, A and B, of a group G are fully 

inconjugate in G if and only if no subgroup of A is 

conjugate in G to a subgroup of B. 

~ 

It follows immediately that if A and B are of relatively 

prime order (finite) then they are fully inconjugate. 

This report treats the problem of constructing all finite 

groups, G, which are generated by any two given finite ~-t~~:~ 

groups, A and B, such that A and B are fully inconjugate 

in G. This problem is closely related to that of embedding 

a group A in a group G as a subgroup. G is sometimes called 

an extension of A (e.g. by M. Hall, jnr. (1959». If use is 

made of a second group, B, in constructing G then G may be 

called an extension of A by B, or for particular cases, a 

product of A and B. 

It is instructive briefly to review previous work on the 

topic of group extensions of A by B, where A and Bare 

given finite groups. 

O. Schreier (1926) showed how to construct all extensions, 

G, of A by B where A becomes a normal subgroup of G, and B 
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becomes the factor group G/A. 

G. Zappa (1940) treated the class of permutable products 

of A by B. These are groups, G, in which every element of 

G can be expressed as ab, or as b'a', for some a,a'€ A, 

b,blEB. Writing AB for the set tab I a£A, bE.B)" 

then G= AB = BA. Neither A 

nor B need be normal in G. 

Zappa imposed the restriction An B = E, the trivial group. 

Under this restriction, each g E G has a unique expression 

in each of the forms ab or blal. 

1.1.1.2. DEFINITION. A Zappa product is a group G = AB = BA, AflB = E. 

Subgroups A and B are called factors of G. 

1.1.1.3. PROPOSITION. If G is a Zappa product of factors A and B, 

then A and B are fully inconjugate. 

PROOF. Otherwise for some non-trivial a I E: A, b I E: B, 

b I = goof a I g for some g Eo G. 

Now g = ab for some a € A, b ( B. 

Therefore b l = (ab)-I alab = b-' a-I I a ab, 

whence bblb-I = a-Iala ~ 1, contradicting the assumption 

of An B = E. 

Hence Zappa products fall as a special case within the 

scope of the present work. They will be treated further 

in Chapter 3. 
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Zappa obtained necessary and sufficient conditions upon 

two sets of permutations for them to define a Zappa product 

of the two given finite groups, A and B. The two sets of 

permutations are representations of B on the elements of 

A, and representations of A on B respectively. His cond-

it ions bear a presumably intentional resemblance to the 

necessary and sufficient conditions for a given automor-

phism group and factor set to define a Schreier extension 

of one given group by another. 

J. Szep and L. R~dei (1950, 1951) generalised the work of 

Zappa by relaxing the condition A () B = E, in order to 

derive non-simplicity criteria for certain classes of 

permutable products, G = AB. 

/ 
L. Redei (1950) introduced a highly generalised form of 

extension into Group Theory called the skew product. 

The skew product of A by B, where A and B are groups, is 

defined as the set of ordered couples [[a, b1\ a," A, b ~ B J 
under a binary operation, 0 , defined by: 

['l.,h.] 0 [Q1. 1hlI "::' [<x(q.,bll all b~), (J("'I)!:."aa.,bl..)] 

where 0< and p are functions mapping the domain of arguments 

(A,B,A,B) onto A and B respectively. 

Redei exhibited a particular case of the skew product where 

0( and r are of a certain restricted form, for which he 

obtained a necessary and sufficient set of sixteen conditions 

for A 0 B to be a group. This restricted skew product is 

noteworthy because the Zappa product of A and B and the 

Schreier extension of A by B are both special cases of A 0 B. 
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Redei thus succeeds in generalising Schreier's extension 

theory to include the Zappa product, AB, as a (generalised) 

extension of A by B. 

What might be the value of doing so? Quite apart from the 

conceptual elegance of a unified theory of group extension, 

irrespective of how inconvenient it may be in practical use, 

there is the attraction of finding an analogy to the compo-

sition series of a group by using the concept of the Zappa 

product factor instead of that of the normal subgroup. 

A finite group, G, may be reassembled from the factor groups 

G. /6 of its composition series G = G:J G ;::, G J • •• ~ E by the 
\_1 i. a , l. 

use of Schreier extension theory. If G is soluble, a fully 

refined composition series will yield cyclic prime order 

factor groups, G~I/G~, otherwise some of these will be simple 

groups (of composite order). 

Simple groups have only trivial composition series. However 
" 

many simple groups have a non-trivial expression as a re

peated Zappa product (e.g. Alt(n), provided n/2 is not an 

odd integer). A solvable group of composite order may be 

expressed as a repeated Zappa product of its co-prime order 

Sylow subgroups, since for every prime number, p dividing 

/G/ there exists a p-complement (itself soluble), i.e. a 

subgroup whose index in G is the highest power ot p dividing 

/Gj(see for example M. Hall, jnr. (1959), p 14l!! seg.). 

Hence Zappa product extension theory allows not only all 

solvable groups to be constructed from their Sylow subgroups, 
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but some simple groups as well. 

However, not all simple groups are expressible as permutable 

products, let alone as Zappa products of which one factor 

is a Sylow subgroup. PSL(2,13), the projective special 

linear group of order tp(p+l)(p-l), where p in this case 

is 13, is not factorisable, to take one example (see 

W.R. Scott (1964». However, to take the same example, 

P5L(2,13) may be expressed as ASB, where 5 is a complex of 

12 elements, and A,B are cyclic groups of orders 13 and 7 

respectively. Each element in PSL(2,13) then has a unique 

expression in the form asb = b's'a', for some a,a't A, 

s ,s' (. 5, b, b' € B, provided 5 is a common transversal 0 f the 

two sets of distinct double cosets, fAgB I g E G}, fBg'A I g' Eo GS. 

The need is thus indicated for an extension theory which 

can handle simple groups which are not Zappa products. 

The theory here presented may be viewed as a generalisation 

of the Zappa product; not in the obvious manner of relaxing 

the condition A n B = E where A and B are the factors, but 

so as to express every element of the generalised extension 

G of A by B uniquely as either asb or as b's'a', afA. 8(5. 

bE B, where S is some particular choice of complex in G. 

For such an 5 to exist it is necessary and sufficient for 

A and B to be fully inconjugate in G, as shown in subsection 

1.2.1. 

Our generalised extension theory can construct all finite 

groups generated by two fully inconjugate subgroups, A and 
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B, where A and B are given. It is an open question whether 

or not this includes all finite simple groups, connected 

with the question whether or not all finite simple groups 

can be generated by just two elements. 

Another motive for developing the present theory is to facil

itate the actual construction of extensions of A by B with 

particular properties (e.g. see subsection 2.2.6). This is 

something not immediately accessible to either Zappa theory 

or Schreier theory as they stand. 
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1.2. Groups generated by two fully inconjugate Subgroups. 

Let G be a finite group and let A and B be two fully in

conjugate subgroups which generate G. We shall express G 

by an ordered quadruple, fA,s,B, ?<1, where S is the union 

of E = An B and a set of indeterminates, and?( is a 1-1 

mapping of the formal product ASB onto itself. We shall 

describe X as a permutation on ASB. 

It will be shown that~, together with information about 

the group structure of A and B, contains complete informa

tion about the group structure of G. Moreover if there are 

no non-trivial subgroups of A which are normal in the group 

G, then separately presented information about the group 

structure of A is redundant, since it is already contained 

in ?(. A similar situation holds for B. 

1.2.1. Expressing group G generated by fully inconjugate sub

groups. A and B, as G - ASB = BSA. 

We shall establish that for all such groups G there exists 

a complex, S C G, such that every element, g ( G has a unique 

expression in the form asb, or alternatively as b's'a', 

a,a'~ A, b,b'< B, S,s'! S. We may then express G as ASB = BSA. 

Note that this will not occur unless A and B are fully in

conjugate. 

1.2.1.1. THEOREM.(P. Hall). Any two distinct partitions of a finite 

set (in this case G) into the same number of equal sized 
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parts possess a common transversal, S; i.e. a transversal 

(a system of distinct representatives of the parts) of one 

partition that is also a transversal of the other partition. 

For a proof of this theorem see H.J. Ryser (19 ). 

~J\7 ~c...-;~"'AjJ 
I '-l u 

Therefore for any two/subgroups, say A and B, there exists 

a common transversal, S, of the two partitions of set G 

into distinct double cosets of the forms AgB and Bg'A resp

ectively, where g,g'E G. 

1.2.1.2. PROPOSITION" Every element g ~ G may be expressed uniquely 

as asb, or alternatively as b.'s'a', where a,a' E A, b,b'~ B, 

s,s'~ S, and A and B are fully inconjugate. 

PROOF. (i) Assume g = al sl bl = a2s2b2 , where a l ,a2 ~ A, 

s1' s2 ~ S, bl , b2 ( B. 

Double cosets, AslB, As2B are distinct, hence diSjoint, if 

sl ~ s2· Therefore alslbl = a2s 2b2 implies sl = s2. 

The double cosets, AgB, BgA, contain the same number, 

\A\)(B:Bng-1Ag), of elements. (See M. Hall, jnr. 

(1959) p 15). Since A and B are fully inconjugate, 

B n g'" Ag = E for all g E G. Therefore AgB and BgA 

each contain \A\ ~IB'distinct elements. 

It follows that al = a2 , and bl = b2 " 

(ii) Similarly for g = b's'a'. 

1.2.1.3. PROPOSITION. S may be chosen to contain any given element, 

x E G. 
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PROOF. Let a common transversal, S be chosen not containing 

x. Suppose for S,SI€~, BxA = BsA, AxE = ASIB. 

If AsB contains x, then AsB = AxE = ASIB, whereupon s = Sl. 

s is then the representative of both Bx! and AxE and 

may simply be replaced by x to yield a new common 

transversal, S. 

Therefore assume that AsB does not contain x. Then AsB ~ BsA 

whereupon there exists s2 ~ s (yielding Bs2A ~ BsA) 

such that Bs2A () AsB is non-trivial. 

Furthermore As2B ~ Bs2A; or else As2B = Bs2A has a non

trivial intersection with AsB, which i_plies s2 = s 

contradicting the assumption that it does not. 

Hence there must exist s3 E: s, s3 ~ s2 (yielding Bs3A ~ Bs2A) 

such that Bs
3

A n As2B.:1s non-trivial. 

The argument repeats until si = Sl, which it will do event

ually because S is finite. 

Thus a sequence exists, s=sl' s2' s3' ••• , Si=SI, of distinct 

elements of 2 with the following property: 

AS1 B n Bs2A ~ f, the empty set. 

As2B f\ Bs
3

A ~ ~, 

...... 
Asi _1B I) BsiA . ~ ~. 

We may furthermore suppose there to be no shorter sequence. 

Define r 1 , r 2 , ••• , r i _1 as follows: 

rj ~ ASjB n BSjA, where j = 1,2, ••• , (i-1). 

The r1' ••• , ri_1 are all distinct, otherwise suppose 

that rj = r k , j <k. Then the sequence: 

ASIBnBs2A~~, 

As2B I) Bs
3

A ~ !, 
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· ..... 

· ..... 

· ..... 
may be shortened by replacing the bracketed section by: 

rj E AsjBfl Bsk+1A /: 1, 
contradicting the assumption that no shorter sequence exists. 

Thus the r l , ••• r i _l form a set of representatives of both 

AslB, ••• , Asi_1B and Bs2A, ••• , Bs1A. 

By assumption the element x is contained in both AxB = ASiB 

and BxA = BslA. 

Hence the set x, r l , r 2 , ••• , r i _l ' is an alternative 

set of distinct representatives to the set sl' s2' ••• , si • 

Hence S may be chosen to contain any given element, x, of G. 

We will have occasion to use this theorem for x /: 1 later. 

However, we are concerned at present only with the case 

x = 1, the identity of G, We may summarise with a theorem: 

1.2.1.4. THEOREM. If G is a finite group containing two fully in

conjugate subgroups, A and B, then there exists S ~ G 

such that 

S contains the identity, 1, of G, 

Fo~ all g € G, g has a unique expression as asb, 

or alternatively as blsla', a,a'E:A, s,s'ES, b,b'eB. 

1.2.2. The Permutation.?( • 

Given the finite group, G, two fully inconjugate subgroups, 
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A and B, and S, a common transversal containing the two 

double coset expansions, [AgB I g £ G '3, lBgA I g ~ G 3, we now 

introduce a mapping, ~: G ..... G, the fourth member of the 

ordered quadruple lA, S, B, ?< J, by which we will define 

group G. 

1.2.2.1. DEFINITION. Let 1(: asb ~ bsa, for all a (A, s ( S, bE B. 

/' \ '~ , 
((J",-,c-,,,", we S",..», 

t 
Since theorem 1.2.1.4. allows us to assume S ~ 1,1 then: 

'\ 

1.2.2.2. PROPOSITION. /(is a permutation on the elements of G fixing 

A, S, and B. 

PROOF. ?(: llb ... bll, or 'X: b -+ b, 

?(: lsl ~ lsl, or ?<: s ... s, 

'X: all ... lla, or ?<: a ...... a, 

for all a E' A, s ( S, b (' B. 

Because of G = ASB = BSA, and the property of uni~ueness 

ot both expressions asb and b's'a' for g (. G, X is a 

1-1 mapping of G onto G, hence it is a permutation. 

The significance of )( is as follows. Even if the structure 

of G is otherwise unknown, still each element asb~ ASB, the 

formal product of sets A, Sand B, corresponds uniquely 

to some element in G. We agree to identify the formal 

product ASB with the conventional group product of complexes, 

ASB in G. This will allow us to define a unique abstract 

group, G, by means of the ordered quadruple, fA, S, B,XJ, 

as we shall show in the next section. 
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1.2.2.3. DEFINITION. An ordered quadruple, fA, S, B, )(1, is said 

to define a group if and only if there exists a group G 

-eenerated by subgroups A and B; - and S as a ~omplex of G 

containing 1, such that 

for all g t G, g has a unique expression as asb 

or alternatively as b's'a', 

X maps asb onto bsa, 

for all a,a'€ A, s,s'ES, b,b'EB. 

We next show that the group, G, so defined is abstractly 

unique. 

1.2.3. Obtaining the left (or right) regular representation of G 

from the ordered quadruple. fA. S. B. X 3 • 

Form the formal product, ASB, from the sets A, S and B. 

Knowing the structure of groups A and B, the left regular 

representation of G, namely A, maps A onto )..(A), where 

for a' E A 

A(a'): asb~a'(asb) = (a'a)sbEASB, for all asb(ASB. 

A also maps B onto ACB), where for b' E B 

A(b'): bsa~b'(baa) = (b'b)sa£BSA = ASB, for all 

baa E: BSA = ASB. 

We thus obtain A(A) as a set of permutations acting upon 

the set ASB, and ~(B) as a set of permutations also acting 

upon ASB, in a less straightforward way. 
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;I~-groups A and B generate G, then ~(A) and A(B) generate 

A(G). 

The above argument may be pursued in left/right dual form 

to treat the right regular representation, t ' of G. 

1.2.4. Redundancy of information about the structure of A and B. 

In-the previous section we showed how to obtain a regular 

representation of G from an ordered quadruple, fA, s, B,xl, 
which defines it. It is implied that A and B are both sets 

over which given groups are defined, but that no internal 

multiplicative structure is given for S (apart from the 

element 1). 

In this section we show how to obtain a representation of 

A, and similarly 0 f B, from fA, S, B,?(], without knowing 

the group structure of either A or B. Such a representation 

is, however, not necessarily faithful. 

1.2.4.1. DEFINITION. Let ~(A) be the representation of A on the 

right cosets of A in G. Thus, for given a'~ A, 

~(a'): Ag~A(ga'), all gE.G. 

~(at) thus permutes right eosets of A in G amongst themselves 

in a manner that can be discovered in terms solely of the 

set ASB and the permutation X as follows: 

Given a' (. A, for all b' c::. B, s' Eo S, 

b's'a' = (a's'bt)1( = asb, say, for some a € A, s (S, 

bE B. 
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Thus ~(a'): A(b's')~(Ab's')a' = A(asb) = A(sb), 

or yea'): A«s'b')t()-+A(sb). 

1.2.4.2. PROPOSITION. (1) If G conta1ns no subgroup of A as a 

normal subgroup (besides E), then it is superfluous to 

give the group structure of A 1n the ordered quadruple, 

fA, S, B, ~J . 
(ii) Similarly for B. 

PROOF. The representation, ~ , of A on the right c,osets 

of A in its supergroup G, is faithful if and only if no 

non-trivial subgroup of A is normal in G. 

~ , and hence the group structure of A, may be obtained 

from?(, having merely been provided w1th A, S, B as 

structureless sets intersecting in one common element, 

called 1. 

It follows that if no non-trivial subgroups of A or B 

are normal in G, and in particular, if G is simple, then 

X contains complete information about the structure of G. 

Thus we can completely describe the structure of any simple 

group, G, which can be generated by two non-trivial, fully 

inconjugate subgroups, A and B, by a single permutation of 

degree IG\, over the formal product, set ASB, fixing 

IAI +ls(+I~ - 2 elements. 
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1.3. For what choice of X does fA,S, B,:x1 define a group? 

In section 1.2. we showed that a finite group, G, generated 

by two fully inconjugate subgroups, A and B, can be defined 

by an ordered quadruple, fA, S, B,X], where S is the union 

of E = A fI B and a set of indeterminates, and X is a perm

utation upon the set ASB, fixing All U lSl IJ llB. 

We now suppose that we are given two finite groups, A and 

B, a set S and a permutationl(, all with the above properties. 

For what choice of ?( does the ordered quadruple, fA, S, B, 'X 3 
define a group over ASB, in the sense of definition 1.2.2.3.1 

We shall obtain a set of necessary and sufficient conditions 

on '>( for this to happen. These conditions have been chosen 

with the following considerations in mind: 

Ease of checking whether satisfied by given ?( , 

Ease of interpreting ?( in the resulting group, G, 

Use of the conditions to construct examples of G. 

They are independent, as we shall show by relaxing each 

condition in turn and exhibiting ordered quadruples satis

fying the remaining conditions, yet not defining groups. 

1.3.1. Necessary conditions on fA, S. B.?(l. 

Suppose an ordered quadruple, fA,s, B,?(l, to be given 

as in 1.3. 
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1.3.1.1. DEFINITION. A(A), A(B), e(A), ~(B) are the derived groups 

of [A, s, B,?rl , where, for each a' f group A, bte group B, 

>- (a t ): as b ~ (a t a) s b , 

f (at): (asb)X~ «aa t )sb)X' , 

~(b'): (asb)X~ (as(b'b»X , 

e(b'): asb~as(bbt). 

They are all permutation groups defined over the formal 

product, set ASB. 

We avoid mentioning the set BSA at this stage, in order 

to achieve uniformity in the definition of all permutations 

to be introduced. These will in general be defined over" 

the formal product ASB. 

The notation is intended to be compatible with that of 

subsection 1.2.3. However, to assist comprehension, note 

that if (asb)~ is read as bsa, then the definition of A(b t ), 

for example, corresponds to 1.2.3.2. 

1.3.1.2. PROPOSITION. For all atl A, btE B, ~(at) commutes with r(b t ), 

and A(b t ) commutes with r(al). 

PROOF. By definition 1.3.1.1., for all asb E ASB, 

(asb)~(a')r(bt) = «ata)sb)r(b l ) = (a'a)s(b ~); 

(asb)f(b')A(a') = (as(bbt»~(a') = (a'a)s(b ~); 

Hence f(bt)~(a') = ~(a')e(bt). 
Likewise 

(asb);(f(at)~(b') =«aa')sb)X A(b t ) = «aa')s(b'b»X; 

(asbr,<A(b')e(a') =(as(blb»X teat) = «aal)s(blb»~. 
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1.3.1.3. PROPOSITION. If fA, s, B,x1 defines a group over set ASB 

then the following conditions must be obeyed: 

1.3.1.4. (i) For no S' c: S does ~ map AS'B onto itself. 

(ii) For all a,a'..:A, A(a) commutes with real). 
(iii) For all b,b'(B, A(b) " " e(b'). 

(iv) ~ fixes All U 11B ~ ASB. 

(v) X fixes 1Sl S ASB • 

NOTE. We shall refer to conditions (ii) and (iii) as the 

A-commuting and B-commuting conditions respectively. 

PROOF. If for some S'C: S, (AS'B),/( = AS'B, then from 

definition 1.3.1 ... 1. gpl).(A), >..cB)] is transitive on AS'B 

or some subset. Therefore it is intransitive on ASB, where

upon A and B cannot generate the whole of G = ASB. 

The right regular representation of a group centralises 

the left regular representation, i.e. every member of one 

commutes with every member of the other. The A- and B-com

muting conditions are just special cases of this general 

property. 

Lastly, in order for {A, S, B,~l to define a group, G = ASB, 

then for all a~A,sE:S, bE:B, (asb)X= bsa€G, (identifying 

group and formal products. Since A, Sand B all contain 1, 

(a11)~ = 11a = all, 

(lsl)?( = lsl, 

(llb)~ = b11 = 11b. 
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1.3.2. Sufficiency of the conditions on [A.S.B.X3. 

Conditions 1.~.1.4. (i)-(v) have been shown necessary for 

fA,S,B,~3 to define a group, G, over ASB. We shall now show 

them to be sufficient. 

The problem of doing this lies in the possibility, as yet 

undiscounted, that for certain choices of ?( the permutation 

group generated by the derived groups, A(A), ~(B), for 

arbitrary/( may not contain IASB\ members, nor may it even 

be regular: hence unable to do duty as a left regular rep-

resentation of G. 

We shall not approach the problem directly through the 

entire grOuP~fO(A), ~(B)3 itself. Instead we shall use A(A) 

and ~(B) to define a groupoid, fG,oJ, over a subset, G, of 

ASB, and then show that the conditions, 1.3.1.4. (ii), (iii) 

and (iv) imply that the groupoid is a group generated by 

A and B. Furthermore if the conditions, 1.3.1.4. (i) and (v) 

are additionally satisfied, the subset, G, becomes the whole 

of ASB, whereupon fG,Q) becomes the group, G, defined by 

fA,S,B,X~ , in the sense of 1.2.2.3. 

For simplicity we shall write the elements, all, 1s1, 11b, 

lllEASB as: a, s, b, l~ASB, respectively. 

1.3.2.1. DEFINITION. Let set G be the orbit of the element, 1, in 

set ASB under gp lMA), )..(B)? 
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In order to define a composition, go g' = g'A(g) between 

each pair of elements, g, g'~ G, we must define A(g) uniquely. 

We want A(g) to lie in gp fMA) , HB)] and to be compatible 

with ~(A) and ),,(B) themselves. Now for given g ~ G there may 

be more than one string, a1 , b1 , a2 , b2 , ••• , ar , br , of 

elements in A and B alternately, such that: 

). (a1 ) A(b1 ) A(a2 ) l,(b2 ) •••• A(a
r

)}.. (br ) E ~ f>'(A) ,A(B)] 

maps 1 onto g. (There is at least one, by definition 1.3.2.1.). 

For each g ~ G, one such string is selected arbitrarily and 

called the distinguished seguence of g. 

1.3.2.2. DEFINITION. For all g (G, let ~(g) = >.(a) ~ >-(A) if g = a (A; 

~(b) ( A<B) if g = b E B; 

~(al)~(bl)A(a2)A(b2) •••• 

•••• ~(ar)A(br) otherwise, where al , bl , a2 , b2 , ••• , a
r

, b
r 

is the distinguished sequence of g. 

1.3.2.3. DEFINITION. For all g ~ G, let f(g) = L(a) E: ('<A) if g = a E A; 

~(b)~ e(B) if g = b(B; 

~(br)e(ar)f(br_l) •••• 

•.. ··f(bl ) ~(al) otherwise, where the sequence of arguments 

is the distinguished sequence of g in reverse order. 

1.3.2.4. DEFINITION. Let [G,01 be a groupoid over set G, with the 

binary composition: g. g' = g' ~(g), for all g, g' Eo G. 

We may now establish that (G,01 is a group, as follows. 

1.3.2.5. LEMMA. The A- and B-commuting conditions on fA,S,B,~1 imply 

that for all g, g'~ G, A(g) commutes with ~(g')' 
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PROOF. For all a,a' ~ A, b,b' f B, 

X(a) commutes with (a' ) (A-commuting condition) 

~(a) " It { (bl) (1.3.1.2. ) 

therefore A(a) " It e (g'), for all gt (. G. 

Similarly A(b) " " t (b') 

~(b) " " t (a') 

therefore '\(b) It " t (g') , 

Hence A(g) " " l(g') , 

1.3.2.6. LEMMA. Fo r all a ( A, b ~ B, g ( G, 

gt(b) = bA(g), 

g (a) = aMg). 

(B-commuting condition) 

(1.3.1.2.) 

for all g' ! G. 

for all g,g'E.G. 

PROOF. By definition 1.3.1.1., e(b): l~b. 

Also, since ')( fixes A, e(a): (lll)X = 1 ~ (all)X = a. 

Therefore (e(b)f' b ~1, and lies in e(B), 

(e (a) rl a -+ 1, and lies in C (A). 

By definition 1.3.2.2., g = 1 ).(g) 

= bet (b) f' ~(g) 

= bA(g)(e(b)r' by lemma 1.3.2.5. 

Multiplying both sides by e(b): 

g e( b) = b A< g)( e (b) ) -I e (b) = b ~ (g) • 

In a similar fashion, 

g = lA(g) = a(~(a)rl A(g) = a>"(g)(e(a)r' , 

whence g tea) = a>'(g). 

1.3.2.7. LEMMA. For all g E: G, 1e(g) = g. 

PROOF. If g! AUB, the lemma follows from definition 1.3.1.1. 
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}fore generally, expressing (g) by the distinguished sequ

ence for g, as in definition 1.3.2.3.: 

l~(g) = le(br ) e(ar ) •••••••••• (b1 )t (a1) 

= br e(ar)~(br_l)t(ar_l) ••• e(b1 )e(al ), by 1.3.1.1. 

= ar A(br ) t(br _1 ) e(ar _1) ••• t(b1 ) (a1), by 1.3.2.6. 

= ar t(br _1) e(ar _l ) ••• (bl)e(~)A(br)' by 1.3.2.5. 

= br_1A(ar)t(ar_l) ••• t(b1)(a1)A(br ), by 1.3.2.6. 

= br_l~(ar_l) ••• e(bl){(al)A(ar)~(br)' by 1.3.2.5 • 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(in this fashion the sequence may be reversed to:) 

= alA(bl)A(a2)~(b2) ••• A(ar)A(br ), 

= lA(a1 )A(b1 )A(a2)A(b2 ) ••• A(ar)A(br ), 

= lA(g), by definition 1.3.2.2. 

Hence It(g) = l~(g) = g, by definition 1.3.2.2. 

PROOF. gt~(g) = lA(gt)e(g), by 1.3.2.2. 

= 1 ~(g) ~(gt), by 1.3.2.5. 

= g Ac g t), by 1. 3 .2.7 • 

We can now prove our main lemma: 

PROOF. (i) G is closed under (0), 

because G is the orbit or element 1 under - and hence a 

transitivity set of - gp [>J.A) , }.(B)], which contains .,\(g) 

for all g € G. 
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(ii) The composition. (0). is associative. 

For all gl' g2' g3 ~ G, 

1.3.2.10. g2 0 g3 = g3~(g2) = g2 t(g3) , by lemma 1.3.2.8. 

Therefore glo(g20 g3) = glo(g2(g3»' by 1.3.2.10. 

= (g2 C(g3» Mg1 ), by 1.3.2.10. 

= (g2Acg1»(l(g3)' by 1.3.2.5. 

= (gl 0 g2) « ( g3)' by 1.3. 2.10 • 

= (gl0 g2) 0 g3' by 1.3.2.10. 

(iii) There exists a right identity in rG.o~. (i.e. 1) 

because gal = 1 A(g) = g, by 1.3.2.2. f'or all g (G. 

(iv) There exists a right inverse. g'. to every g E G. 

Since A(g) is a permutation, f'or all g ~ G, some unique 

element of' G, say gl, must be mapped onto 1 E G by A(g). 

Thus gog' = g'A(g) = 1. 

(i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) are sufficient to prove that 

[G,oJ is a group (see, for example, H. Hall, jnr (1959) p 4) 

We may state our findings so f'ar in the form of a proposition: 

1.3.2.11. PROPOSITION. Given the ordered quadruple, fA, S, B,x3 , 
where: 

A and B are finite groups such that An B = E; 

S is the union of E and a set of indeterminates; 

A is a permutation acting on the elements of the 

formal product ASB. , 
If X fixes All U 11B, and the A- and B- commuting conditions 

are satisfied, then there exists a group defined over the 
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orbit, G, of 111 = 1 ~ASB under gr f,\(A) , A(B) j, for 

which the latter, restricted to G, forms the left regular 

representation. 

We have been able to define a group over a subset, G, of 

ASB, for which the derived groups, A(A), A(B), restricted 

to G, generate the left regular representation, by assuming 

only some of the conditions 1.3.1.4., namely the A- and B

commuting conditions, and the condition that X fixes 

All IJ 11B £: ASB. The remaining conditions are: 

1.3.1.4. (i) For no S'C:: S does (AS'B)/( = AS'B. 

(v) ?( fixes lS1 s;;; ASB. 

One might conjecture that these two conditions standing 

alone imply that IG,05 is the whole of ASB, i.e. that 

the g-p rN.A) , A(B)1 is transitive on ASB. However this 

is not so. A more limited proposition is true: 

1.3.2.13. PROPOSITION. Conditions 1.3.1.4. (i) and (v) together 
.3P 

imply thatii'A<A) , A(B), t(A), ~(B)~ is transitive on ASB. 

PROOF by induction on the order 0 f S' s:: S. Assume S':3 1. 
"I' ~ 

Let H be the orbit of 111 = 1 E ASB unde.Jr(U'<A), ~(B), e(A), e(B)] • 

To prove: H.2 AS 'B for all S' c: S. 

True for Is'l = 1, because Hale(B)A(A) = IBA(A) ::: AlB. 

Suppose true for I S 'I = r < \S\ • 

Then for some s' €. S', a,a' ~ A, b,b' E B, (a's'bt)x:: asb, 

where s lies in S but not in Sf, by assumption of 
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Thus II? s I ~(a ')/\(b') A(A) e (B) = (s I )X~(al ) >"(b,)'>"'(A) l(B) 

by 1.3.1.4. (v), 

= (als'b ' );( A(A)t(B) 

= (asb) ~(A) ~ (B) 

= AsB, for S ~ s f. S I • 

Thus II ~ AS IB U AsB = A(S' uf s 1 )B, proving the proposition 

for r+l. 

Note that conditions (i) and (v) of 1.3.1.4. do not, in 
j1" r 

the absence of the other condit'ons, imply that/(A(A),A(B)] 

is transitive on ASB. We shall exhibit an example (1.3.3.4.) 

to demonstrate this; one in fact which obeys all except 

condition 1.3.l.4.(iv), i.e. that 'X fixes All U 11B ::ASB, 
ell> 

and for WhiChlf>"<A), ..\(B)5 is not transitive on ASB. 

However, if fA,S,B,~1 satisfies all the conditions, 1.3.1.4. 

(i)-(v) then we do in fact have G = ASB, where G is defined 

by 1.3.2.1. We prove this as a corollary ot the previous 

proposition • 

jP 

1.3.2.14. COROLLARY. I~1A, s, B,?(J satisfies all the conditions 

1.3.1.4. (i)-(v) then G = ASB. 

PROOF. By proposition 1.3.2.11, a group is defined over G 

for which >..cA), ~(B), restricted to G, generate the left 

regular representation, and C(A), ~B), restricted to G 

generate the right regular representation. 
~r 

Therefore the orbit of 111 = 1 under(fA(A),~(B)'e(A),t(B)1 

is also G. 
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By proposition 1.3.2.13., f~(A)'A(B),e(A),e(B)J is transitive 

on the whole of ASB. Therefore G = ASB. 

We may summarise the results so far obtained in section 1.3. 

as a theorem. 

1.3.2.15. THEOREM. The set of conditions 1.3.1.4. (i)-(v) is necessary 

and sufficient for fA, s, B,'X~ (as defined in 1.3.2.11) 

to define a group over the formal product ASB in the sense 

PROOF. The necessity of the conditions has been shown in 

subsection 1.3.1. 

We show sufficiency as follows: 

By lemma 1.3.2.9., [G,ol, as defined in 1.3.2.4., is a group. 

By corollary 1.3.2.14., G = ASB. 

It remains only to show that, for all a Eo A, s ( S, b ( B, 

fG, 0) ~ aos ob = asb E' ASB; 

fG, oj 3 bosoa = (asb»)( E: ASB. 

Now sob = b)..(s) = se(b) (1.3.2.6.). 

Therefore ao(sob) = se(b)~(a) = asb, by definition 1.3.1.1. 

Similarly soa = aMs) = s~(a) (1.3.2.6.). 

Therefore bo(soa) = s ~(a)A(b) = (s X) {(a)A(b), since sX = s, 

= (asb)~ , by definition 1.3.1.1. 

Therefore, for all a ~ A, s ('S, b (B, 

aos o b = asb; bos o a = (asb)~, as required by 1.2.2.3. 

Therefore lA, S, B,Xj defines a group over G = ASB. 

1.3.2.16. COROLLARY. lB, S, A, 'X-I] defines the same group, G, as 

does lA, S, B,)(1, provided we identify the formal product 
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bsa with (asb)X, for all a€A, sE-S, bEB. 

PROOF. fB, s, A,x-'1 has derived groups (say) X(A), X(B), 

e(A), t(B), defined on BSA, such that for all b,b ' ~B, 

SES, a,a'E.A, 

(bsa)1(b') = (b1b)sa; 

(bsa)(a') = bs(aa'); 

(bsa»)C' X (a I) = (bs (a' a) »)(' ; 

(bsa)X-'C(b l ) = «bb')sa)X-'; by analogy with 1.3.1.1. 

Since bsa~(asb)X , then (bsa)X-I~ asb. 

Thus (bsa)~(bl) ~ (as(b'b»/(' = (asb)X~(bl), showing that 

A(B) and A(B) are identical under the identification (~). 

Similarly we may show that X(A) and A(A); e(A) and e(A); 

{(B) and e(B) are all identical under (~). 

Therefore, interpreting (++) as signifying equality in 

group G (= ASB = BSA), then rB, S, A, X·I
") and fA, S, B, XJ 

both define the same group, G. 
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1.3.3. Independence 0 f the conditions on fA. S. B I xI. 

We show the independence of the conditions 1.3.1.4. (i)-(v) 

by exhibiting examples of ordered quadruples, tA, S, B, XJ, 
for which each condition is relaxed as stated, but the other 

conditions are obeyed. 

For convenience we shall use consecutive numerals to repre

sent elements of the set ASB. ASB and (ASB)X will be tab-

ulated, so that for each a E A, s ~ S, b (B the corresponding 

asb, (asb)Xare located in a natural fashion. A cubic tabul-

ation is appropriate, which we represent by laying the panels 

AsB, etc. side by side, thus: 

1 . . . . . . b ••• ......... s • • • . • •• sb •.. 

a ...... ab ... . ....... . as • •••• •• asb ... 

(ASB)X is tabulated as the image of the tabulated ASB under 

X, thus (asb)K will appear in the location corresponding 

to asb. The numeral 1 will stand for the sole element in the 

set E = Af'\SOB. 

1.3.3.1. EXAMPLE. Relaxing condition 1.3.1.4. (i) only. 

1 

2 

A 

B 

S 

= 

= 

= 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 9 11 

8 10 12 

[1,2)=°4' Fixed by 

[1,31 '2: OJ. ' " 
fl,5,9S " 

X, 

1 

2 

3 

6 

5 

4 

therefore 

tI 

" 

7 9 11 

8 10 12 

condition (iv) 

" (iv) 

" (v) 

obeyed. 

" 
" 
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Derived groups: A(A) = [(1), (1,2)(3,4)(5,6)(7,8)(9,10)(11,12)S 

\(A) = [(1), (1,2)(3,6)(5,4)(7,8)(9,10)(11,12)1 

Form: ('(2)A(2)e(2) = (2,1)(6,5)(4,3)(8,7)(10,9)(12,11) = ,,(2). 

Therefore A(A), ~(A) centralise each other, hence condition 

(ii) is obeyed. 

Derived groups: A(B) = 1(1), (1,3)(2,6)(5,7)(4,8)(9,11)(10,12)1 

~(B) = [(1), (1,3)(2,4)(5,7)(6,8)(9,11)(10,12)1 

Form: ('(3) A(3)e (3) = (3,1)(4,8)(7,5)(2,6)(11,9)(12,10) = A(3). 

Therefore A(B), e(B) centralise each other, hence condition 

(iii) is obeyed. 

Condition (i) is disobeyed, since AS'B = (AS'B)X , for 

S' = [1,5~. As it happens, [A,s',B,xl, where ;(is 

restricted to AS'B does define a group (dihedral, order 8) 

over AS'B. Hence [A,S,B,X] cannot possibly correspond to 

a group over ASB (order 12) as it would contain a group of 

order 8 as a subgroup. 

1.3.3.2. EXAMPLE. Relaxing condition 1.3.1.4. (ii) only. Since con

dition (ii) is symmetrical to (iii), this serves also to 

exemplify relaxing condition (iii) only. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 10 

8 11 

9 12 

1 

2 

4 7 

8 11 

5 

9 

3 12 6 10 

By inspection condition (i) is seen to be obeyed. 

A = [1,2,31 :: C3 ; fixed by'X'Jhence condition (iv) obeyed. 

B = [1,4) ;; C1 ; " 

S = [1,7J; " " " (v) " 
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Derived groups: 

A{A) = r(l), (1,2,3)(4,5,6){7,8,9){10,11,12) = ~(2), 

"(3) = A- '(2)]. 

e (A) = t{l), (1,2,3)(4,8,12)(7,11,6){5,9,10) = e(2), 

e(3) = e-'(2)1. 

Form: e-'(2)~{2)e(2) = (2,3,1){8,9,7)(11,12,10)(5,6,4) = A(2). 

Since )..(2), e(2) commute, then so do A(2), ('(2), A-I (2), ('(2), 

and A~(2), f(2). Hence ~(A),(A) centralise each other, 

so condition (ii) is obeyed. 

However, for the derived groups, A(B) and e(B), condition 

(iii) is disobeyed. Thus: 

A(B) = [(1), (1,4)(2,8)(3,12)(7,5)(11,9)(6,10)3; 

e(B) = [(1), (1,4)(2,5)(3,6)(7,10)(8,11)(9,12)1. 

Form: (4) ).(4)e (4) = (4,1)(5,11)(6,9)(10,2)(8,12)(3, 7) ~ A(4). 

Thus ~(4) and A(4) do not commute. 

fA,S,B,X] fails to define a group. 

1.3.3.3. EXAMPLE. Relaxing both conditions (ii) and (iii) of 1.3.1.4. 

This is of passing interest as the smallest example known, 

obeying (i), (iv) and (v) only. 

1 3 5 7 

246 8 

1 3 5 4 

2 6 8 7 

Condition (i) obeyed. 

A = f 1 ,21 :: C2; fixed by 'X, hence 

B = r1,33 '; Cl ; " " 
S = [1,5); " " 
Derived groups: 

~(A) = T(l), (1,2)(3,4)(5,6)(7,8)1; 

t (A) = [(1), (1,2)(3,6)(5,8)(4,7)3. 

condition (iv) obeyed. 

11 (iv) " • 
11 (v) " 
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Form: (~2)>- (2) {(2) = (2,1)(6,7)(8,3 )(4, 5) ~ A(2) . 

Therefore condition (ii) is disobeyed. 

Derived groups: 

)..(B) = [(1), (1,3)(2,6)(5,4)(8,7)5; 

(B) = {(1), (1,3)(2,4)(5,7)(6,8)}. 

Form: ('(3)>-"(3)\(3) = (3,1)(4,8)(7,2)(6,5) I- A(3). 

Therefore condition (iii) is disobeyed. 

1.3.3.4. EXA}~LE. Relaxing condition 1.3.1.4. (iv) only. 

135 

246 

7 9 11 X 11 10 
8 10 12 ~ 12 3 

5 11 

8 2 

9 7 

4 6 

X mixes all panels, therefore condition (i) is obeyed. 

A = f1,2~ ~ C2; not fixed by ;< , hence condition (iv) disobeyed. 

B = 11.33 ~ °2 " " " " " tt 

S = [1,5.93; fixed by ')( , hence condition (v) 

Derived groups: 

~(A) = ~(1), (1,2)(3,4)(5,6)(7,8)(9,10)(11,12)1; 

teA) = f(1), (1,12)(10,3)(5,8)(11,2)(9,4)(7,6)]. 

" 
obeyed. 

Form: e-'(2)~(2)e(2) = (12,11)(10,9)(8,7)(6,5)(4,3)(2,1) 

= A(2). 

" 

Therefore ~(A), e(A) centralise each other, hence condition 

(ii) is obeyed. 

Derived groups: 

A(B) = ~(1), (1,10)(12,3)(5,11)(8,2)(9,7)(4,6)1 

{(B) = [(1), (1,3)(2,4)(5,7)(6,8)(9,11)(10,12)]. 

Form: (' (3)~(3){(3) = (3,12)(10,1)(7,9)(6.4)(11,5)(2,8) 

= >"(3). 

Therefore A(B), e(B) centralise each other, hence condition 

(iii) is obeyed. 
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In this curious example, every left and right coset of A 

and B is broken up under f( . Hence there exists no 'X I obey-

ing condition (iv) yet possessing the same derived groups, 

A(A), ~(B), ,(A), {(B), since each of these have blocks 

which are cosets of A or B accordingly. 

Moreover, in spite of condition (i), G, the orbit of 1 under 

5, [I\(A), ~(B)J is not the whole of ASB, because the latter is 

not transitive on ASB. G is in fact the set [l,2,7,8,9,lO~. 

1.3.3.5. EXAMPLE. Relaxing condition 1.3.1.4. (v) only. 

1 3 5 ? 9 11 'X 1 3 9 11 5 7 
~ 

246 8 10 12 2 6 10 12 4 8 

X mixes all panels, therefore condition (i) is obeyed. 

A = fl,2J ~ C2 ; fixed by 1(, hence condition (iv) obeyed. 

B = fl,3} ,.,. c . = 2' 
It It " (iv) " 

S = fl,5,9J;' not fixed by X , hence condition (v) not obeyed. 

This example has been derived from example 1.3.3.1. simply 

by interchanging (AsB)~ and (As'B)X , where s = 5, s' = 9. 

This operation leaves the derived groups unaltered. Therefore 

conditions (ii) and (iii), the A- and B- commuting conditions 

are still satisfied. However S is no longer fixed by ?< • 
By relaxing condition (v) we permit condition (i) to be 

satisfied, concealing the fact that G is not the whole of 

ASB. As in 1.3.3.1., fG,01 is the dihedral group of order 8. 

Examples such as these are straightforward to construct by 

the methods of chapters 2 and 4. It should be apparent that 
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the conditions (i), (iv) and (v) are easy to apply and to 

test for. The same cannot be said of conditions (ii) and (iii), 

the A- and B- commuting conditions. These account for the 

material content of the problem of constructing all I( , and 

choosing S, to define a group G = ABB for given groups A, B. 

The A-commuting condition is the subject of chapter 2, and 

the simultaneous application of the A- and B-commuting con

ditions is the subject of chapters 3 and 4. 
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CHAPTER 2. On the A-commuting Condition. 

2.1. For what choice of X does fA, S, B. 'X J satisfy the A-

commuting condition? 

In the previous chapter we obtained a set of necessary and 

sufficient conditions for an ordered quadruple, tA,s,B,I(J, 

to define a group (in the sense of 1.2.2.3.). 

The most important of these conditions in terms of diffi

culty of application, namely the A-commuting condition, and 

by symmetry the B-commuting condition, will be studied in 

this chapter. 

Short of deriving the permutation groups, ~(A) and rCA), 

and testing that each element of one commutes with all the 

elements of the other, it may not appear clear how the A

commuting condition is to be applied, whereas given A, Sand 

B, it is relatively straightforward to establish by inspect

ion whether or not a given permutation, 'X , causes the re

maining conditions to be satisfied. 

We shall furnish a complete description ot all lA,S,B,)(] 

which satisfy the A-commuting condition, in a form 

which lends itself to the construction of suitable permut

ations,?(, given A and B. We show in fact that IA.s,B,)(l 

may be broken down into a number of elementary components, 

whose structure we shall study in detail. If fA,S,B,~J 

defines a group, a, then each of these components corresp

onds to a double coset, AgA, g e G. 
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2.1.1. The Transcoset, fA, S, X!. of group A. 

We introduce ordered triples, [A, S, xl to correspond form

ally with the ordered quadruples, fA, S, B,x3, of chapter 1 

for the particular case where B = E, the trivial group. 

A is thereby re-interpreted as acting upon the elements 

of the formal product, AS, rather than ASl; otherwise all 

the results of chapter 1 still hold true. 

Thus, by analogy with definition 1.3.1.1. we may define 

NA), t(A), the derived groups of [A, S, )(} thus: 

2.1.1.1. DEFINITION. For each a'~ A, as EAS, the derived groups 

(\(A), ~(A) of [A, S, X J are given by: 

~(al): as -+ (a'a)s, 

~ (a • ): (as) X ~ « aa ' ) s )?( • 

Accordingly we describe fA, S,?(J as satisfying the A-com

muting condition if and only if A(a) (a l ) = ~(a')A(a), for 

all a,a' ~ A. 

2.1.1.2. DEFINITION. A transcoset of group A is an ordered triple, 

(A, S, ?(3, where S is a set of indeterminates and 'X is a 

permutation acting upon the elements of the formal product 

AS, and satisfying the A-commuting condition. 

2.1.1.3. DEFINITION. A transcoset of A, lA, S, ;(J, will be said to 

be in standard form whenever X fixes the elements of 1S ~ AS. 

NOTE: S does not necessarily contain 1 E. A, in this chapter. 
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The actual name "transcoset" was coined to suggest a mapping 

of a set of right cosets of A, i.e. lAs Is E SJ, into left 

co sets of A, i.e. lsAls E sl. The transcoset of A in a 

group, G, is a mapping G~G which describes the embedding 

of A in G, whereby it furnishes an analogy, albeit imprecise, 

to the so-called "transfer". 

2.1.2. Eguivalent transcosets of A. 

The important components in the structure of a transcoset, 

lA,S,'Id, when used in the definition of a group, G:>A, are 

the derived groups, A(A) , e(A). It is these which describe 

the multiplication between elements of A and of S in G. 

Consequently we shall be interested in pairs of transcosets, 

[A,S,'X'3, andfA,T,'t'"1 for which the corresponding derived 

groups are identical as a result of some 1-1 mapping, t, 
of AS onto AT, identifying each element of AS with its image 

under r . We shall describe fA,S, '>(J as being equivalent to 

rA,T,~3, for reasons which will become apparent. 

If lA,S,XJ is the transcoset of A in a group, G, then S is 

a right transversal of A in G = AS. Choosing another right 

transversal, TC G, will allow another transcoset of A, say 

rA,T,~J, to be defined for G. Since both describe the same 

group, G, then equality in G defines a 1-1 mapping AS ~AT 

according to which the derived groups, A(A) , e(A) are shared 

by both transcosets. Here then is an example of a pair of 

equivalent transcosets. 
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2.1.2.1. DEFINITION. Transcosets fA, s, X"J and lA, T, "t"} are ident

~ if and only if every element of S may be identified 

with an element of T (thereby identifying AS and AT) to 

yield X = '"t • 

2.1.2.2. DEFINITION. Transcosets [A, S,?(J and lA, T,"t'~ are 

equivalent if and only if they share the same derived 

groups, ~(A), e(A), under some 1-1 identification of 

AS and AT. 

The process of selecting new right and left transversals 

of A in AS, (AS)X respectively, to yield a formally

distinct but equivalent transcoset, fA,T,~] fromfA,s,X1 

will be called a transformation of fA,s ,xJ onto fA, T, -r-l . 

We will show that not only is a transformed transcoset 

equivalent, by definition, to its original, but that 

equivalent transcosets may be transformed into identical 

transcosets. In the process we shall obtain a useful 

criterion to test for a transcoset (corollary 2.1.2.4.) • 

, ., ..... ... ...... 
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2.1.2.3. PROPOSITION. Two given transcosets, lA,S,?(j and fA,T,~J are 

equivalent if and only if there exist 1-1 mappings, (, ~ 

of AS onto AS with the following properties: 

For all a € A, sl (, S, there exist s, s t E S and as' as t € A 

depending on sand s' respectively, such that 

f: aSl ~ a ass; (whence '(: Asl-+As, and sl'( = ass) 

f: (asl)?(~ (as' a 8')1)( ; 

whereupon "'t = (-11< a , provided each element of AS is ident

ified with its counterpart in AT via (, i.e. putting 

a*t =(a*s)~. 

NOTE: The action of 1 and S- is to transform lA,s,?<} into an 

identical transcoset to rA,Tt~J , namely the transcoset, 

lA,s(,o-lXr]. We shall show that the above property of '( 

is necessary and sufficient for the derived group, A(A), to 

be preserved under the transformation. [acts on (AS)~ in an 

analogous fashion to ~ on AS so as to preserve f(A). 
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PROOF. rA, s,X3 and lA, T, '1;J are equivalent by 2.1.2.1. 

if and only if there exists some 1-1 mapping, i; AS -+ AT 

such that XCA), e(A) are the derived groups of both trans

cosets, where each element in AS is identified with its 

image under i in AT. 

Furthermore, given any pair of permutations on AS, e.g. 

i -IX and 't , [, can always be found to yield "t" = ,tIl( S 
Thus the theorem is proved by finding necessary and suff

icient conditions on rand b for X(.!), rCA) to be the 

derived groups of both fA, S, )( J and [A, ~, -r-l • 
~(A) shared by both fA, S, '/(J and lA, T, ~J is equivalent 

to: for all a l ~ A, }..(a l ): alsl ~alalsl' for all a l E A, 

sl ~ S; and also 

A(a'): a2t2-+-ala2t2' or 

}.(a·): (a2 s 2 >,( ~ (a
'
a2s 2 )1 , for 

all a2 E' A, s2 ~ S. 

Equating alsl with (a2s 2 )1 ; ~(A) shared is equivalent to: 

1 simultaneously maps:} a2s 2 -"" a1 sl' 

• 

( a' a2s 2 ~ a' a l sl' for all a I E' A. 

Putting a'a2, = a we get: 'j: aS2 ~ a (a2" al)sl' for all a EA. 

where (a2'al ) may be chosen to depend upon sl' and 

the relationship s2 ~ sl is a 1-1 mapping of S ~S. 

Hence iis of the form described if and only if ~CA) is 

shared by lA, St Xl and fA, T, 1:' 1 . 

Similarly, for all al~ At e(a') shared by both [A, s, xJ 
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and fA, T, "t]is equivalent to: 

~(a": (alsl )?(-+ (ala'sl )/( 

t(a'): (a2 t 2 )"'C ~ (a2a' t 2 )'t' or 

(a": (a2s 2 )0' (1-'X! ) ~ (a2a t s2) d' ( "I-'-X t) or 

teat): (a2s2 )X[ ~ (a2a's2 )XS 

for all a l ,a2 £A, sl's2E.S. 

Equating (a.s,)X with (a4s2~t, e(A) shared is equivalent 

to: 

~ simultaneously maps: )(a2s 2 )'X ~ (al sl r?t' , 

, (a2a t s2 )X-+ (alatsl)X , for 

all at € A. 

Putting al.a t = a we get: d: (as2 )?(-40 «al a2-')asl )X, 

for all aEA, s2 E.S, where (al a2-') may be chosen to 

depend on sl' and the relationship s2 ~ sl is a 1-1 

mapping of S~S. 

Hence d is of the form described if and only if e(A) is 

shared by r A, s, ')(J and fA, T, '"t' 1 . 

2.1.2.4. COROLLARY. An ordered triple, rA, S, xJ , is a transcoset 

if it can be transformed into a known transcoset by a choice 

of y, ~, satisfying the conditions of 2.1.2.3. 

PROOF. Both fA, S, X~ and its transformed image share 

A(A) and (A) as their respective derived groups. If the 

transformed image is a transcoset then A(A) and f(A) 

satisfy the A-commuting condition. 

Hence fA, S, XJ is a transcoset also. 

The mappings, 't and [ describe a general transformation 
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of fA, S, X1into fA, S r , i-'x ~J, which may then be shown 

to be identical to some fA, T, -r 1 by identifying T with Sy . 
Note that d has the property: 

~: as -+a(st) .= ate AT, for all aSe AS. 

It represents the selection of a new right transversal of 

A in AS, identified with T, to make a new formal product, 

AT, with the samo A(A). 

[ performs a similar task in (AS)X , replacing the existing 

left transversal, S?( by sX J , to preserve r(A). 

The process of transforming a transcoset is a major tool 

in the development of transcoset theory, because a trans-

coset of general form can sometimes be converted to one 01 

straightforward structure, as the following example will 

demonstrate. 

EXAMPLE. Transformation of a transcoset of A = C5 • 

Consider the ordered triple, fA, S, x1 , where A = [1,2,3,4,5J. 

Let 3 = 22, 4 = 23 , 5 = 24. 

(AS:) 

11 12 @@ 15 11 12 @@ 15 

21 22 23 24 25 22 33 24 45 41 

® 
I( 

® 31 32 33 34 ') 43 44 55 21 

41 42 43 44 45 54 25 31 32 23 

®® 53 54 55 ®® 42 53 34 

S = S?( is the set f11,12,13,14,15l. Note that T is also a 

transversal of A both in AS and (AS)/( , where T is the set 

[5l,52 ,13,14,35Jo 
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We select ito satisfy conditions 2.1.2.3., such that: 

(11)0 = 51, (12)1 = 52, (13rl = 13, (14YI = 14, (15)/ =35. 

Likewise we select b such that s 1 = s {' , for all s~ S. 

We thus obtain fA, T, 't; J in standard form: 

(AT): 

51 52 13 14 35 51 52 13 14 35 

11 12 23 24 45 12 23 24 45 11 
't: 

21 22 33 34 55 ) 33 34 55 21 22 

31 32 43 44 15 44 15 31 32 43 

41 42 53 54 25 25 41 42 53 54 

This is identical to the transcoset rA, U, w): 
(AU) : 

11 12 13 14 15 11 12 13 14 15 

21 22 23 24 25 22 23 24 25 21 

31 32 33 34 35 
w 

33 34 35 31 32 > 
41 42 43 44 45 44 45 41 42 43 

51 52 53 54 55 55 51 52 53 54 

identifying elements in corresponding positions in the 

arrays (AT), (AU). [A, U, ~~is a transcoset, as may be 

shown by the methods of subsection 2.,2.1. (in particular 

proposition 2.2.1.4.). It fDllows that fA, S, 'X~ i8 also 

a transcoset. 

2.1.2.6. PROPOSITION. Every transcoset, (A,S, XJ, is equivalent to 

a transcoset in standard form. 

PROOF. By 1.2.1.1. a common transversal, T, of A exists. 

Hence choose i, 8 such that S i = SX'i = T, satisfying 
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2.1.3. Interpreting fA,S,B.XJ as a transcoset of either A or B. 

Let [A,S,B,xI define a group, G, over ASB, where all symbols 

take the meaning they had in chapter 1. 

Since fA,s,B,XJ satisfies both the A-commuting condition 

and the B-commuting condition, there are two closely ass-

ociated transcosets, of A and B respectively. These are 

fA, (SB) ,'X'S and [B, (SA), 11'-11 , where the formal product, 

A(SB) is identified with ASB and the formal product, B(SA) , 
-I 

is identified with (ASB)I( • X and ')( are re-interpreted 

inside the ordered quadruples accordingly. 

Under this identification, fA,(SB),~3 and (A,s,B,tl share 

the same derived groups, A(A) and ~(A). Hence [A,(SB),Xl 

is a transcoset, because the A-commuting condition is obeyed. 

Similarly fB,(SA) ,'>C'] will be a transcoset related to [B,S,A,X-IJ 

which by corollary 1.3.2.13. defines the same group, G. 

Since fA,S,B,~J is so closely associated with a transcoset 

of A and a transcoset of B, we shall describe it as a 

"generalised" transcoset of A and B. 

2.1.3.1. DEFINITION. A generalised transcoset of A and B is an 

ordered quadruple, lA,S,B,~) , where A and B are finite 

groups, An B = E, S is the union of E and a set of 

indeterminates (S finite), ~ is a permutation defined on 

ASB, the formal product of A, S and B, satisfying the A

and B-commuting conditions. 
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Recall that not every generalised transcoset, IA,s,B, 'X' J , 
defines a group over ASB. It does if and only if: 

(i) X fixes All U 151 U 11B, (1.3.1.4. (iv) and (v»; 

(ii) for no S'cS does (AS'B)?( = AS'B, (1.3.1.4. (i»; 

as shown in chapter 1. Of the examples of non-groups 

are generalised transcosets. 

2.1.3.2. DEFINITION. rA,(SB),){l, fB,(SA),X-'J will be called the 

associated transcosets of the generalised transcoset, 

[A,5,B,XJ. 

The problem of constructing all generalised transcosets 

of A and B reduces to finding lsi and ?( such that 

(A,(SB),X} , fB,(SA),'X-'J are transcosets. Furthermore, 

if the resulting fA,S,B,X] then satisfies (i) and (ii) above 

it defines a group. 

2.1.4. Partitioning a transeoset into elementary transeosets. 

We have shown in 2.1.2. that every transcoset of A is 

equivalemt to a transcoset in standard form. Thus, without 

loss of generality, we may confine our discussion of defin

ing groups by transcosets to transcosets in standard form. 

Let [A,T,~1 be a transcoset in standard form. 

For g = at E AT let gA(A) = (at)A(A) = tA(A). It is the 

right coset of A in AT containing g. gf(A) will be used 
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similarly for the lett coset ot A in (AT)X containing g. 

2.1.4.1. PROPOSITION. Given any transcoset, [A,T,~J , the subset 

t'\(A)t(A) = t t(A)~(A)~AT, for any t ~T, is mapped onto 

itself by <"C • 

COVIS', Je,... 
PROOF. ~ tt(a)~(a1) E te(A)"(A), for some t ET. 

Let t tea) = t' ACa') for some t' E T, a' € A •. 

Then t' = tr(a)~I(a'). 
Now (t(a)~(al»"t' = (te(a»"t' real) 

= (t'A(a'»'t" (>(a1 ) 

= t'T e(a')e(al ) 

= t'\(a')e(a1 ), since 1; fixes T, 

= te(a)~:'(a')e(a,>~(al) 
= t (a) ~ (a ') e(a1 ),~:'(a'), (A-commuting con.) 

= t~(aa'a, )~(a,-I) E tf(A)A(A). 

Since "'C is 1-1, this means that (t r(A)A(A»"t" = tr(A)A(A). 

2.1.4.2. PROPOSITION. For t,t' £ T, te(A)MA) and 11~(A).l.(A) are 

either equal or disjoint. 

PROOF. Suppose for a1 ,a2 ,a3 
,a4 E- A, 

te(a1 )A(a2 ) = t'e(a3)~(a4)· 
Then t\(al)~(a2)A(A)e(A) = t'e(a3)A(a4)A(A)(A). 

By the A-commuting condition t this reduces to: 

2.1.4.3. PROPOSITION. te(A)A(A) consists of entire right cosets 

of A, also of entire lett cosets of A. 
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PROOF. By the A-commuting condition, te(A)A(A) = tA(A)e(A). 

t e(A) NA) = 19>..(A)/ g E te(A)}, a set of entire right cosets 

of A; 

tA(A)f(A) = l ge(A) , g E t~(A)1, a set of entire left cosets 

of A. 

2.1.4.4. PROPOSITION. t,(A)\(A) is the smallest set consisting of 

entire r-i8ht co sets to be mapped onto itself by "C • 

PROOF. te(A)A(A) contains the right coset tA(A) = At. 

The smallest set of entire right cosets closed under ~ 

and containing At must therefore contain (At)~ • 

It is (At)~A(A) = t(A)~(A). 

Since te(A)~(A) consists of entire right cosets of A in AT 

then te(A)"(A) = A!, where ~ = Tnte(A)~(A). 

Since also (A!)"t = A!, the ordered triple lA,!,t: 1, is 

defined, where 't' is confined to A~. The derived groups of 

fA,~,.t"1 are A(A) , rCA) confined to A1. Thus the A-commuting 

condi tion is satisfied and lA,~. -c 3 is a transcoset. 

2.1.4.5. DEFINITION. An elementary transcoset, fA,T,~J , is one for 

which t e(A) A(A) is the whole of AT, for all t E: T. 

We have shown so far that every transcoset ot A in standard 

form may be partitioned into one or more distinct elementary 

transcosets which are disjoint. Conversely, we may concat-

enate transcosets of A to form larger transcosets as we 

shall now show. 
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2.1.4.6. DEFINITION. The concatenation of two given transcosets, 

lA,Tl""t), [A,T2 ,"'t"J, where Tl n T2 =~, is the ordered 

triple, fA,T,'L1, where T = TI UT2 , and "(" is defined by: 

For all aE A, (at)"'C = ~(at)'"C, where t £..Tl' 

(at)T1 where t € T2 • 

2.1.4.7. PROPOSITION. The concatenation of two given transcosets 

of A, fA,Tl,'"l,1, fA,T2 ,rt"lS, where Tl n T2 = ~, is itself 

a transcoset. 

PROOF. The derived groups, Xl(A)'(l(A) of lA,Tl,"'t-,l, and 

A2 (A), ~2(A) of lA,T2'~~~' may be considered as A(A), ~(A) 

of rA,T,~l confined to AT1 , AT2 , respectively, because 

ATI n AT2 = f· 
If for all a,af~A, Al(a) commutes with el(a'), 

A2 (a) " " <'2(at) , 

then A(a) " " e (a f) • 

Thus the A-commuting condition is satisfied. Hence fA, T, \:'1 
is a transcoset. 

2.1.4.8. COROLLARY. An ordered triple, [A,T,~1, is a transcoset 

of A if and only if it is equivalent to the repeated 

concatenation of one or more elementary transcosets of A. 

We have now reduced the problem of constructing all trans

cosets of A to that of constructing all elementary trans-

cosets of A. We attend to this problem in section 2.2. 
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2.2. The structure of an Elementary Transcoset, fA, T,"'C) • 

In this section we examine the basic structure of an 

elementary transcoset, with a view to specifying a number 

of alternative means of constructing all elementary trans

cosets with certain given properties. We shall also show 

that every elementary transeoset of A may be embedded in 

the transcoset of A in some group containing A. 

Our main tool will be that of equivalence between trans

cosets, namely the technique of expressing the transcoset 

in terms of new left or right transversals of A in AT. 

The most important result will be to show that there are 

surprisingly few non-equivalent elementary transcosets 

of a given group, A. For example, if A is prime-cyclic, 

then there is only one non-equivalent elementary transcoset 

which is not a singlet (i.e., one for which IT\ = 1). 

Quite apart from their application to group theory, elem

entary transcosets are worthy of study in their own right. 

It is this conviction which motivates the present section. 

Unless otherwise stated, we shall assume throughout this 

section that every elementary transcoset is in standard 

form. 

2.2.1. The sets of permutations, ~(T), ~(A). 

Suppose we are given an elementary transcoset, fA,T,~J , 
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in standard form. T is therefore a common transversal of A. 

2.2.1.1. DEFINITION. For all a C A, t E: T, define mappings 

yea): T40T; -rr(t): A-+A; 

such that (at)-e = an(t) t)'(a) ~ AT. 

2.2.1.2. PROPOSITION. For all a(A, tE:T, )I(a) and "If(t) are perm-

utations. 

PROOF. Since T and A are finite sets we simply have to 

show that ~(a) and ~(t) are 1-1. 

(i) If 'Y(a) is not 1-1 then there exist t l , t2 € T such that 

tl~(a) = t2~(a), yet tl ~ t 2 • 

Now: tlf(a) = (atl)"'C" = aTT(tl ) ~1/.(a~ = a l t 3 = t3~(al); 
t 2 e(a) = (at2 )-c = a1T(t2 ) "t2 i(af = a 2t

3 
= t

3
A(a2 ); 

for some a,. ,a2 ~ A, t3 € T. 

Thus: t3 = tl e(a) ACal-
l ) = t l ).. (ail) (a) 

= t 2 (a)A(a2-t) = t 2).(ai')c(a), 

by the A-commuting condition. Cancelling e(a) we obtain: 

tl)..(at) = t2~(ai')' or a;'tl = ai't2 • 

This is impossible for tl ~ t 2 , because T is a right trans

versal of A. 

(ii) If net) is not 1-1 then there exist a,. ,a2 Eo A such that 

a
1
lT(t) = a2 net) , yet a 1 ~ a2 • 

Now: t e(al ) = (al t)1:" = ~(t~ t)J(al ) 

t{(a2 ) = (a
2 

t)-,: = a2~(t) tv(a2 ) 

for some t 1 ,t2 t T, a -E:.A. 

Thus: t = tl~(a){(all) = tl€(ai')~(a) 

= t2)..(a)~(ai\) = t2~(ai')}..(a), 

= a tl = tlMa ) ; 

= a t2 = t 2 Aca ) ; 
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by the A-commuting conditions. Cancelling A(a) we obtain: 

tle(ai') = tz(ai' ), or (ailtl)~ = (ai'tZ)i;, 

or al-'tl = ai' t z' since "1;' is 1-1. 

Since T is a right transversal of A, this is possible 

if and only if tl = t z' 
whereupon al = aZ' contradicting the assumption. 

2.2.1.3. PROPOSITION. 1(A) is transitive on T. 

PROOF. For an elementary transcoset, AT = tf(A)X(A)~ t', 
for all t,t'~ T. Thus there exist a,a'E A such that 

t' = t(a)~(a') = (at)-r A(a') 

= (an(t) t~(a»A(a') 

= a' (an(t» t~(a) 

= t)l(a), since for all al ,a2 ~ A, 

tl,tZ! T, altl = aztz implies both al = aZ (= 1 in this case) 

and tl = t Z• 

Therefore, for all t, t' E- T there exists a" A such that 

yea): t -+ t'. 

Z.2.1.4. PROPOSITION. If rA,T,~1 is a transcoset then for all a,a'E A, 

t ~ T, 

(i) Y(a'a) = )l(a')Y(a), (whence ~(A) is a representation ot A) 

(ii) (a'a)n(t) = a'~(t) an(t'), where t' = ti(a'). 

Conversely, given any ordered triple, fA,T,~J , where A 

is a group, T is a set of indeterminates, ~ is a permut-

ation of AT fixing IT = T, if (i) and (ii) hold true for 
""" Cl '!I"t.7Cl"t 

all a,a' ~ A, t E: T, then fA,T, 't3 is ~ transcoset. 

PROOF. The following identity holds for the standard form 
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ordered triple as described, whether or not it is a trans

coset: for all a E A, t E: T, 

(1): t e(a) = (at)T = an(t) ty(a) = t}'(a)\(an(t». 

Because (A) is a right representation of A we have: 

t~(a'a) = t~(a')~(a). 
Substituting for both sides as in identity (1): 

(2): t~(a'a)~«a'a)~(t» = ti(a')A(a'n(t» €(a) 

(3): = (tv(al»e(a) A(a'n(t», 

by the A-commuting condition, 

= tv(a')~(a)~(aij(tY(a'») A(a'n(t» 

substituting as in (1) again, 

(4): t"l>(a'a».«a'a)Tt(t» = tv(a'h>(a) }.ta'rt(t) an(t}'(a'»], 

since ~(A) is anti-isomorphic to A. 

Now, in general, for all al ,a2 (A, t l ,t2 ET, 

tlA(al ) = t 2>"(a2 ) if and only if al = a2 and tl = t 2 • 

Therefore we may equate elements of A, and elements of T 

from (4) to give: for all t E T, a,a' E. A, 

)tY(a'a) = tY(a')V(a), 

~ (ala)~(t) = aln(t) an(tv(a'», 

which yields identities (i) and (ii) of the proposition 

from the assumption of the A-commuting condition. 

Conversely relation (4) above may be obtained from ident

ities (i) and (ii) , for all t E: T, a,a' E A. 

Relation (3) follows by use of (1) from (4). 

Relation (2) follows directly from identity (1). 

Hence from (2) and (3): 

t~(a')e(a)A(a'n(t» = t~(a')A(a'n(t»e(a). 
Setting t' = t1(a') and an = a'n(t) we obtain: 

for all t't T, a,att E.A, t't(a» .. (att ) = t' }(att)r(a). 

Therefore assuming (i) and (1i) implies the A-commuting 

condition, whence fA,T,~1 is a transcoset. 
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2.2.1.5. DEFINITION. Let ~(A) be the left regular representation 

of A in A. Let teA) be the right regular representation 

of A in A. 

2.2.1.6. PROPOSITION. The condition 2.2.1.4.(ii) is equivalent to 

the condition that, for all a E A, all t ~ T, 
-I 

n(t-y(a» = 1(a)n(t)~(a*), where a* = [arr(t)]. 

PROOF. For all a, a' E. A, all t E:: T, the following relations 

are equivalent to each other; 

2 .2 .1 • 4 • ( ii): (aa ' ),1 ( t ) = an ( t ) a' n ( t)l (a) ) ; 

a'1(a)n(t) = a'n(ty(a»1(a~(t»; 
a'l(a)n(t)r

l
(at1(t» = a't1(tY(a»; 

1(a)vt(t)!(a*) = n(t)l(a», where a* = [al'1(t)]-'. 

2.2.1.7. PROPOSITION. Condition 2.2.1.4. (ii) is obeyed if there 

exists tl € T such that for all a E. A there exists a* ~ A 

such that n(tlY(a» = ~(a)n(tl)~(a*). 

PROOF. We need only prove the proposition for all t ( T in 

place of t 1 , because if a* exists it is equal to (arr(t) )-1 • 

This follows from the fact that for all a ~ A, net) and 

n(tY(a» both fix the element 1. Thus: 

1 = l~(a)"(t)~(a*) = an(t)~(a*) = a*(an(t». 

For all t (. T there exists a' E: A such that t = tl ~ (a' ) • 

Hence, from the assumed property of t
l

, for all t ( T, a E A, 

there exists a** such that: 

n(t~(a» = n(tlY(a')Y(a» = n(tlv(a'a» 

= !(a'a)n(t1)1(a**) 

. = ~(a)!(a')n(tl)!(a**). 
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for some a'* (. A. Hence: 

Tt (tV(a» = ~(a)t1(t) tl (a'*)~(a**). 
Therefore a* exists to prove the proposition, given by 

~(a*) = .tl(a'*)~(a**), 

or, as shown above, by a* = [an(t)J-
1 

, because net) fixes 1 

for all t(T. 

Conditions (i) and (ii) of proposition 2.2.'.4. may thus 

be restated as follows: 

There exists tl E T such that for all a,a'~ A, 

(i): v(a' a) = >,(a' ).y(a), 

(ii): n(tl~(a» = ~(a)n(tl)~(a*), for some a* E A. 

2.2.1.8. THEOREH. Given a group, A, a permutation, ~, on set A fixing 1, 

and a transitive representation, ~(A) of A, acting on a set, T, 

of indeterminates, then defining ~(T) by: 

r,,(tl ) = 'f'f' for some tl€T, 

( n (t) = ~(a)!T~ -l(aa) for each t (T, where a! A is such that 

~(a) maps t1 onto t; yields a unique elementary transcoset, 

r A, T,"t.] , where T7 and l' define "t by 2.2.1.1. provided that 

n(tl,,(a» = Tl(tl ) if tl))(a) = t 1 , for all a eA~ 

PROOF. We need to show that ~ , defined by 

(at)~ = aT\(t) tY(a), for all a E A, t E. T, 

is in fact a 1-1 mapping of AT -+ AT. 

Now for all t E T there exists a (A such that t = tl yea) , 

for some given t
l

• 

Therefore net) is uniquely defined as a permutation on A 

fixing 1, for all t E. T, by: 

n(t1 ) = cr- , 
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n(tl »(a» = 1 (a) lj K\ (air), for all a E A, 

provided that tl~(a) = tl implies n(tl~(a» = "(tl). 

Hence "t is defined for all a cA, t ~ T, as: 

(at)"C = aT1(t) t)'(a); 

and n, ~ satisfy 2.2.1.4. (1) and (11), in the form re-

stated above. 

Therefore by 2.2.1.4., fA,T,~J exists and is a transcoset. 

2.2.2. Collapsed Elementary Transcosets. 

Given an elementary transcoset in standard form, [A,T, "'t" 1 , 
we note that the largest number or elements which T can 

contain is IAI. This corresponds to the largest degree of 

~(A) possible for it to be transitive on T. If IT\=\A\ then 

)(A) must be permutation-isomorphic to the right regular 

representation of A in A. 

2.2.2.1. DEFINITION. A collapsed elementary transcoset, fA,T,"t'1, 

is one for which lTI<IAI. 

Me~'" S 

Collapsing :iillpH.es that fo r some t ~ T and 1 .; a E:" A, 

t = t'1(a). 

This furthermore obviously implies that net) = "(t~(a», 
or that: net) = b(a)~(t)~·'(a~(t». from 2.2.1.6. 

Therefore only those elementary transcosets can be col-

lapsed, or collapsed further, for which there exist t,t'E T, 

t ~ t' yet net) = ~(t'). If this condition does not pertain 

then the elementary transcoset will be called fully col

lapsed or uncollapsible. 
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2.2.2.2. DEFINITION. A collapsible elementary transcoset is one 

for which there exist t,t'f T, t ~ t' yet nCt) = nCt'). 

2.2.2.3. DEFINITION. An elementary transcoset, [A,!, ~1, is the 

collapsed image of an elementary transcoset, rA,T,~1 , 

if there exists a mapping, r, possibly many-one, where 

fU T ~! relates the respective n(T), -Y(A); !!.(!) , !!(A) thus: 

for all a E.A, t E T, (tr),!(a) = (tY(a»1' E 1; 

and for some given t1E T, n(t1 ) = ~(t1~)' 

2.2.2.4. PROPOSITION. To every collapsible elementary transcoset 

there exists a unique fully collapsed elementary transcoset 

which is its collapsed image. 

PROOF. Let [A,T,LJ be a collapsible transcoset, with rep

resentation ~(A) as defined in 2.2.1.1., and n(t1 ) = ~, 

for some tIE T. 

Let r be defined by tr = t'r if and only if net) = nett), 

for all t,t' {T. 

Let ~(A) be defined by (tr)~(a) = (tv(a»r' for all aE A, 

t E T. 

Now ~(A) is 1-1 on 1, which is equivalent to stating that 

(tt')~(a) = (t'r):e,(a) if and only if tl' = t'('"'. 

Now LHS: (tv(a»r = (t'V(a»tt, 

therefore "(t~Ca» = n(t'~(a», 
~(a)"(t)~(a*) = ~Ca)nCt')~(a'.)' 
net) = n(t')~(a**), where a** = a*-I a ,*. 

Since both nCt) and nCt') fix 1, ~Ca*.) = (1), 

whence net) = n(t'). Therefore tr = tIro 
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Hence ~(A) has been defined as a representation of VeAl, 

and hence of A, on the elements of ! = Tr' 
By theorem 2.2.1.8, cr, :£ and teA) define a unique element

ary transcoset. This is fully collapsed, and the collapsed 

image 0 f l' A, T , '"t 1 . 

2.2.3. A Transcoset of group A in Sym(A). 

There are a number of useful results which we must derive 

for an elementary transcoset in standard form, lA,T,~l , 

in particular concerning the set or permutations, neT), 

associated with it. We have shown, by theorem 2.2.1.8., 

that for any given permutation, ~ , on the elements of A 

fixing 1, there exists an elementary transcoset, fA,T,~1 , 
in standard form having net) = 0- for some t (T. 

We shall show in this subsection that any elementary trans-

coset can be embedded in a group transcoset, because then 

we shall be able to use group theory to describe the inter-

nal structure of an elementary transcoset, yet without 

making explicit reference to any particular group in which 

it may be embedded. 

As the first step towards this goal we shall embed in a 

group transcoset any given unco11apsib1e elementary trans

coset of A, that is, for which the permutations or neT) are 

all distinct. The group concerned will be Sym(A) , the 

symmetric group on the elements of set A. 

First we must exhibit a generalised transcoset defining 
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Sym(A). Let G = AB, A (\ B = E be a Zappa product of groups 

A and B. Let fA,B,X) be a transcoset or A in G in standard 

form. This exists because B is a common transversal of A 

in G. This is the associated transcoset of the generalised 

transcoset, fA,E,B,x1 defining G, which it yields immediately. 

2.2.3.1. DEFINITION. Let nCB) be the union of all n(T), T ~ B being 

a right transversal of an elementary transcoset embedded 

in fA, B , :x 1 . 

2.2.3.2. PROPOSITION. nCB) is anti-isomorphic to B. 

PROOF. Every left coset of B in G can be expressed as aB, 

a £A. 

For all b (B, ba = (ab)'/( = aTlCb) b"'(a). 

Therefore b(aB) I: an(b) B, i.e. n(b): aB -+ baBe 

nCB) is the representation of B on the left cosets of B in G. 

A well-known theorem (see for example W.R. Scott (1964) 

p 374) states that any permutation group, ~ , with a trans

itive subgroup,", factorises into Arx I: Lx", where Lx 

is the stabi1iser of any point, x. Hence Sym(A) factorises 

into A(A) and Syml(A), the stabi1iser of point 1 in set A. 

~(A) and Syml(A) are fully inconjugate in Sym(A), since 

A(A) is regular on A but syml(A) fixes an element, viz. 1. 

This proves: 

2.2.3.3. PROPOSITION. Given any group, A, there exists B N syml(A) 

such that Sym(A) =- G = AB = BA, A (\ B = E. 
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For such a group, G = AB, the set of permutations, nCB) 

is a representation of B = Sym1(A) on the elements of A 

fixing 1. ~(B) is faithful if and only if no subgroup of 

B is normal in G. Now a subgroup of Sym1(A) cannot be 

normal in Sym(A) since the only normal subgroup of Sym(A) 
IAI~s 

is Alt(A) ¢Sym1(A)~ Hence -nCB) is faithful. It must itself 

be equal to Syml(A). 

As shown in section 2.1.4., [A,B,~1 can be partitioned 

into elementary transcosets of the form [A.T.'tl • Tf,B. 

Since ~(B) is faithful. for no non-equal b.b'EB does 

~(b) = neb'). Therefore all the elementary transcosets 

are fully collapsed. Moreover, by theorem 2.2.1.8., every 

fully collapsed elementary transcoset appears precisely 

once in the partition of fA.B.XJ , since nCB) contains 

every permutation, ~, of the elements of set A fixing 1 

precisely once. We may state this result as a theorem: 

2.2.3.4. THEOREM. Every fully collapsed elementary transcoset in 

standard form of A can be embedded in the transcoset of 

a group; in particular, of A in Sym(A). 

The requirement to be in standard form is because otherwise 

collapsibility is not defined. 

We shall have need of a more general result, Darne1y that 

every elementary transcoset in standard form can be embed-

ded in the transcoset of a group. Since every transcoset is 

equivalent to one in standard form, this will imply further

more that every elementary transcoset can be embedded in 
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the transcoset of a group. 

Note that the group concerned cannot be chosen as the 

symmetric group, since the only elementary transcosets 

of A embeddable in Sym(A) are those which are equivalent 

to fully collapsed elementary transcosets. In fact: 

2.2.3.5. PROPOSITION. There exist collapsible elementary trans-

cosets which are equivalent to no fully collapsed trans-

coset. 

For a proof of this we indicate example 2.2.6.3. below. 

2.2.3.6. THEOREM. The collapsible elementary transcoset in stan

dard form, rA,T,~1 , can be embedded in a group trans
s:),...~ 

coset, in particular in the transcoset of A in th. Zappa 

product F = AC. 

NOTE. Embedding fA,T,~3 in some fA,c,~J , a transcoset 

in standard form of a group F = AC, C;:) T, ensures that 

~(C) cannot be a faithful representation of C because 

there exist non-equal t,t'i Tec such that 11(t) = net'). 

Thus some subgroup, N, of C must be normal in F. 

PROOF. We shall construct F as an extension ot some 

group, N by Sym(A) such that N 4 F. 

Let ~(A), ~(T) be defined for the given lA,T,~J • V(A) 

is permutation isomorphic to a representation on the right 

cosets of some subgroup, H, of A, because it is a transit

ive representation of A. 

Let G = AB ~ Sym(A) , where B ~ SYM
1

(A), as introduced 
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for theorem 2.2.3.4. 

Let N be any finite group containing a complex, Q, ,J) 
C'\ !,.t~'wr .:>.~ A ... ,N 

IQ\ = ITI, such that G is represented by~utomorph1sm-

~~~; VN(G) defined on N with the following property: 

Q is a set of transitivity of VN(A)~~N(G), re

stricted to which ~N(A) is permutation isomorphic 

to yeA). 

Such an N may be chosen as the direct product of (G:H) 

copies of C2 , the group of order 2. Then any permutation 

of the set R, /RI = (G:H), of non-trivial elements lying 

inside each of the (G:H) direct factors of N defines an 

automorphism of N. Now define the permutation group, VN(G), 

on R to be permutation isomorphic to the representation 

of G on the right cosets of H in G. Then there exists 

Q!i R corresponding to set rHa I a E: A), on which 'YN(A) is 

permutation isomorphic to yeA). 

Let r--: Q -+ T be the 1-1 mapping describing the permutation 

isomorphism: ~N(A) -4> ')?(A). 

Define F as a semi-direct product of N by G. F exists, and 

is uniquely specified by the composition: 

(gn)(g'n') = (gg')(ng'n'), for all g,g'';: G, n,n' (N, 

where n 4 ng defines some automorphism group of N 

induced by G, which we choose to be ~N(G). Thus: 

ng = g-I ng = nvN(g). 

Since N is normal in F it follows that C = BN = NB is a 

subgroup of F. 

Since also G n N = E, then for no a ~ A, b ( B, n (N not all 

equal to 1 does ab = n, i.e. a = nb-I • Hence An c = E. 

Thus F is the Zappa product of A and C as well as of & and N. 
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C is the Zappa product (also semi-direct product) of B 

and N. 

Let fA,c,~l be the transcoset in standard form of A in 

F = AC. It may be partitioned into elementary transcosets. 

[A,B,~1 exists as a group transcoset (of G) embedded in 

lA,c,xI . As fA,B,xl has embedded in it every fully coll-

apsed elementary transcoset of A, it contains a collapsed 

image of the given transcoset, lA,T,~1 Such a (fully) 

collapsed image always exists, by 2.2.2.4. Let it be 

[A,S,,,} • Thus for some tE.T there exists b€S~B such that 

1T(b) = w(t). 

Let n E: QSN be such that t = nr' where ~ is defined above. 

Consider that elementary transcoset, fA,U,~] in the part

ition of fA,c,X) , such that bnEUCC. 

Let its associated representation of A beYU(A). 

We now show that lA,T,~) andlA,u,x1 are identical, by 

identifying T and U as follows: 

(nr- = ) t ~bn; 

t)'(a) -40 (bn)l'U(a), for all a E: A. 

Since N is normal in F which is homomorphic to G, 

it (bn ) = T1 ( b ) = II ( t) • 

Hence by 2.2.1.8., we simply have to show that Yu(A) is 

permutation-isomorphic to yeA) under the above point-

mapping, (~). 

Now, for each b'n'~U, (a(b'n'»X = (b'n')a 

= a'TT(b 'n') (b 'n' ))"U(a) , for all a ~ A. 

But (b'n')a = b'a(a-I n'a) = b'a n'YN(n) 

= a~(b') b'~s(a) n'YN(a), 

where ~A,S,XJ is the fully collapsed image of rA,T,~J 
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where seB, and l'S(A) is the associated representation 

of A on S. 

Hence for all b'n' E:U, all a E:.A, 

(b'n')~u(a) = (b'~s(a»(n'~N(a». 

It follows that YU is permutation isomorphic to Yx under 

b'nt~n', and thence to Y under fA~ 

b'n'~n'-+(n'r-= tt), for all b'n'E:U, provided that 

n = n}'N(a) implies b = b}'s(a), for all a c::.A. 

We show this as follows: 

n = n~N(a) implies t = t~(a), where t = nr' by defin-

ition of 

which implies b = b1S(a), since [A,s,x1 is the 

collapsed image of fA,T,~) • 

Thus we may identify T with U c:: C in such a way that 

(A,T,-c1is embedded in fA,C;X] , i.e. in a group transcoset. 

The sign~ficance of theorems 2.2.3.4. and 2.2.3.6. is that 

we are now able to use group theory to describe the 

structure of any elementary transcoset. 

When the elementary transcoset, rA,T,~J , is embedded in 

a transcoset of the group G:2 A, the derived groups, A(A), 

e(A), become the left and right regular representations 

of A in G, restricted to AT. Thus we have for all a,a'~ A, 

t E T, 

(at)A(a') = a'at, 

(at)e(a') = ata', 

(at)"t = (t 't') (a) = ta (if in standard form), 

(at)'t" (a') = taa' (It), 
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juxtaposition of elements, including the formal product, 

at, representing products in the group, G, which need not 

itself be specified. 

Using this device of products in unspecified groups 

containing A, our investigation of the structure of an 

elementary transcoset can employ more concise notation 

and shorter, more immediate proofs than proceeding by 

first principles, i.e. by making use of the derived groups 

and the A-commuting condition to determine constraints on 

"t'. 

2.2.4. The five types of elementary transcoset. 

In subsection 2.2.3. we showed how every elementary trans

coset of A may be embedded in a group transcoset, !A,e,x1 , 

of A in F = AC. We now investigate the detailed structure 

of any standard form elementary transcoset, fA,T,~J , by 

supposing it to be embedded in some group tranacoset, 

fA,e,-xI where C 2T, but the transcoset is otherwise un

specified. As a result of doing so, for all a,a t c;: A, t E T, 

the term t~(a)(at) = te(a')A(a) may be written as ata', 

where juxtaposition represents multiplication in the 

unspecified group AC. 

The structure we shall uncover is, however, a property 

purely of fA,T,~} , and is independent of whatever group 

the transcoset, fA,T,~3 , may be embedded in. 

2.2.4.1. PROPOSITION. Let u = it be any element of AT. The set, H , 
u 
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of all a t::.A such that ua = a'u, for some a' ~ A, is a 

subgroup of A. The corresponding setra') also forms a 

subgroup, Ju ' of A isomorphic to Hu' 

NOTE. This implies that UHu = Juu, for all u EAT. 

PROOF. If al ,a2 € Hu then there exist ai ,a2 f A such that 

ual = aiu ; ua2 = a2u • 

Now u(a1a2) = aiua2 = (aia2)u. 

Hence by definition, (ala2)~Hu. Hu is closed under mult

iplication, hence it is a subgroup of A. 

Now we see that u induces a product-preserving 1-1 mapping 

of Hu into A, i.e. onto the image Ju ' Hence J u is a sub

group of A isomorphic to Hu' 

2.2.4.2. COROLLARY. For all t E: T, Ht = f aE: A ,t)7(a) = t], 

J t = Ht1T(t). 

PROOF. By definition of " and y , for all aE A, t ET, 

ta = (at)~ = a~(t) tj(a), 

= a11(t) t if and only if a { Ht • 

Therefore a( Ht if and only if t1(a) = t. 

Furthermore ta = a~(t) t is equivalent to: a~(t) ( J t • 

Therefore an(t) e: J t if and only if a E Ht • 

2.2.4.3. DEFINITION. For all u ~ AT, H , J are called H- and J-subu u 

groups, respectively, of A in fA,T,""t} • 

As a result of 2.2.4.2. we may say that yeA) is permutation-
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isomorphic to the representation of A on the right cosets 

of Ht in A, for any t E T. 

We now ask how Hu is related to Hut , and J u is related to 

Jut' for any pair of elements, u,u t ( AT. We shall show 

that in each case they are conjugate. 

2.2.4.4. PROPOSITION. For all u,u t ~ AT, Hu is related to Hut and 

J u is related to Jut in the following way: 

Let a,at~A be such that u l = auat.(They exist because 

AT = AuA for an elementary transcoset). 

Then Hu l = r ht 

Jut = [j' 
= a' -, ha I 1 h E Hu 1 
= aja-' \ j E. J u J = 

and u'h' = j'u' whenever uh = ju. 

=a'-'Ha'; u 

aJ a-' ; 
u 

PROOF. For all h f H , u' (a'-' hal) = auha', because u l = aua t , u 

::: ajua', where ju = uh, j E J u ' 

::: (aja-')u', because u' = aua t • 

Hence by definition, at-I hat E. Hu " and aja-I €. Jut' 

where uh = ju. 

Hence H ':)at-1H a' 
u t - u' J :> J -I u'- a ua • 

Equality may be shown by pursuing the argument with 

u,u' interchanged. Hence all H- and J-subgroups are of 

the same order, and 

Hu ' ::: a' -I Hu at, Jut::: aJ u a -J • 

We now wish to distinguish five types of elementary 

transcoset, based on whether or not an H-subgroup and 

corresponding J-subgroup are conjugate in A. Such a 
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classification into types is important in the investig-

ation of equivalent elementary transcosets. We shall 

show that all equivalent elementary transcosets are of 

the same type, so that expressing the elementary trans-

coset in terms of a different common transversal does not 

change the type. 

2.2.4.5. DEFINITION. Given an elementary transcoset, rA,T,~J , 

we obtain H and J S A for some u € AT. It' one of the u u 

t'ollowing sets of conditions hold the elementary trans-

coset is said to be ot' the corresponding type: 

H = J <l A if and only it' Hu = J u F. E is a proper 

normal subgroup of A; 
(\0 .... -

H ..... J if and only if Hu and J u are proper~ normal 

subgroups of A which are equal or conjug-

ate in A; 

H+J if and only if Hu and J u are subgroups of 

A which are neither equal nor conjugate 

H = E 

H = A 

in A; 

if and only if Hu = E = fll, whereupon 

J = H = E; u u 

if and only if Hu is the whole of A, 

whereupon J u = Hu = A. 

2.2.4.6. PROPOSITION. The type of an elementary transcoset is 

independent of whatever element u (AT is chosen to test 

for the above conditions. 

PROOF. Let H -J signify that H is conjugate to J in A. 

Take each type in turn. 
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Since H ..... H I J --J I for all u,u l E AT, then u u, u u 

the fact that Hu = J u 4 A for a given u € AT 

means that for all UIE AT, Hu l = Hu = J u = J UI 

-4A. 

H ..... J Since for all u,u' ~ AT, Hu- Hu " Ju- Ju " 

then Hu-Ju implies that any pair of subgroups 

from the set of all H- and J-subgroups are 

conjugate in A. 

HfJ Since conjugacy is transitive, the assertion 

that for some u ~AT, Hu and Ju are not conjug

ate implies that no H-subgroup can be conjug-

H = E 

H = A 

ate to a J-subgroup of A in A. 

All H- and J-subgroups of A must be trivial. 

Such an elementary transcoset has ITI = IAI. 
All H- and J-subgroups of A must consist of the 

whole of A. Then \T\ = 1. 

2.2.4.7. COROLLARY. The five types of elementary transcoset are 

mutually exclusive and exhaustive, i.e. an elementary 

transcoset can be of one and only one type. 

2.2.4.8. PROPOSITION. Two equivalent elementary transcosete must 

be of the same type. 

PROOF. If the elementary transcosets, fA,T,~l and fA,U,~J 

are equivalent, then from subsection 2.1.2., U may be 

identified with a right transversal of A in AT so that 

AT and AU both refer to the same double coset in some 

unspecified host group, AuA = A(a't)A = AtA, where 
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u = a' t for some u E U, a' E A, t (T. 

Thus Hu = H(a.t)' and Ju = J(att)· 

Therefore rA,T'~J and[A,U,wI are of the same type. 

In the next subsection we explore the extent to which 

the converse of proposition 2.2.4.8. is true. 

2.2.5. The conditions for two elementary transcosets of the same 

type to be equivalent. 

In subsection 2.2.4. we defined the type of an elementary 

transcoset in terms of the corresponding H- and J-sub-

groups of A, and showed that equivalent elementary trans-

co sets were of the same type. 

In this subsection we will determine when two elementary 

transcosets, fA, T, "C) , fA, U , L.J 1 ,of the same type are 

equivalent. In particular we shall show that any two type: 

H = E elementary transcosets of A are equivalent, and 

that if Ht possesses no (outer) automorphisms not induced 

by elements of A, then the corresponding elementary trans

coset may be transformed to a standard form in which ~(t) 

is the identity permutation, for all t €. T, provided it is 

not of type H+J. Such an elementary transcoset is of 

extremely simple construc.tion, since its fully collapsed 

image is the "trivial" transcoset, f A,So '')(0)' where I So' = 1 

and /(.= (1). 

2.2.5.1. LEMMA. Given an elementary transcoset, fA,T,~1 , in stan-

dard form, 1T(t) maps entire right cosets of Ht in A onto 
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entire right eosets of J t , subject to (ha)n{t) ::: hn(t)an(t), 

hE Ht , a EA. Furthermore, net) defines an isomorphism of 

Ht~ J t • 

PROOF. From 2.2.1.4., for all hERt' a~A (whence hT!(t)EJt ), 

(1): (ha)n(t) = h~(t) an(t~(h» ::: hn(t) an(t). 

Hence (Hta)n(t) = Jt(an(t», i.e. ~(t) maps a right coset, 

Hta, onto a right coset, J t (an(t», for all a E A. 

Furthermore, putting a~Ht in equation (1) shows net) to 

define an isomorphism: Ht~ J t , because net) fixes 1. 

2.2.5.2. PROPOSITION. Two elementary transcosets of the same type, 

fA,T{tJ and2A,u,wl , are equivalent if for some tE'. T, uE:U, 

Ht = Hu; J t ::: J u ; and for all h< Ht , j e J t , 

uh = ju whenever th = jt. 

PROOF. From lemma 2.2.5.1. we see that net) maps entire 

right cosets of H
t 

onto entire right cosets of J t in A. 

Let C!: A be a common transversal of the right eosets of 

Ht and the right cosets of J t in A; i.e. A = HtC = JtC. 

Suppose C ~ 1, as the common representative of Ht , J t • 

Now we construct the set SC::: AT using t and C thus: 

S = le-Ito I all c E: c1. 
We must first prove that S is a common transversal of A 

in AT, (AT)'t' • 

Note that /sl = Ici = (A:Ht ) ::: ITI, hence S contains 

the right number of elements. 

Furthermore, no two elements of S lie in the same right 

coset of A in AT. Otherwise: 
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for some sl ,s2 ( S, sl = as2 , a (. A, 

h -_ -I t -I t f L C w ence sl c1 cl = aC2 c2 or some cl,c2~ • 

Therefore t = (cl ac2-1)t(c2c1-')' 

which from 2.2.4.1. implies c2cl - 1E Rt , i.e. c2 ~ Htcl • 

This is impossible since C is a right transversal of Ht • 

Likewise, no two elements of S lie in the same left coset 

of A in (ATre • Otherwise: 

for some sl,s2 E S, sl = s2a, a (. A, 

h -, t -It f ( C w ence sl = c1 c1 = c2 c2a or some cl ,c2 • 

Therefore t = (clci')t(c2acil), 

i -I wh ch from 2.2.4.1. implies c1c2 E J t , i.e. Cl ( J t c2 • 

This is impossible since C is a right transversal of J t • 

Thus we have proven that S is a common transversal of A 

in AT, (AT~ • 

We now transform fA,T,~1 by replacing T by the common 

transversal, S, to yield a standard form elementary 

transcoset, say, [A,S,XJ • We know that both describe the 

same double coset, AtA, in some host group, F. Also, 

since S ~ t, Ht is an H-subgroup of A in fA,S,X} as well 

as fA,T,"t"1 • 

Let "'(S) be defined as in 2.2.1.4. for fA,s,xl • 
Taking s = t, for all a = hc E A = HtC, 

(as)X = sa = ta = thc 

= jtc, for some j(Jt , 

= jc(c- I tc) = (jc)s' for some s' € s. 

(1): Hence n/(s): hc 4jc, where s = t, h~Ht' j = hn(t)" J t • 

In a similar manner, fA,u,wl may be transformed into 

fA,,2,~lin which, defining the corresponding n(.!) , .! €,2, 
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(2): n(s): hc-4 jc, 

where § = u € U corresponding to t (. T by the assumption: 

Ru = Rt • Ju = J t ; and for all hE-Rt , jE J t , 

uh = ju whenever th = jt. 
It follows that we may choose the same h, j, c, as in (1). 

Thus: 1T(S = u) = n(s = t) = a-, say. 

Hence fA,S,X] andfA,.§,2{J are identical, because the corr-

esponding yeA) and leA) (as defined by 2.2.4.1.) are per

mutation isomorphic under some 1-1 identification of S 

and .§ which identifies t and u, since both are permutation 

isomorphic to the representation of A on the right cosets 

of Ht = Hu in A, as follows from 2.2.4.2. 

Hence, by theorem 2.2.1.8., CJ, s, V(A) and lr, .e, ~(A) 
define identical transcosets. Therefore fA,T,T} andfA,U,~l 

are equivalent because they can be transformed into a pair 

of identical elementary transcosets. 

2.2.5.3. PROPOSITION. Two elementary transcosets, rA,S,XJ , fA,T,~l , 

are equivalent if and only if there exists u ~ AS, v ~ AT, 

such that II = H , J = J , and for each h ~ lIv' j € J v ' u v u v 

uh = ju whenever vh = jv. 

PROOF. Equivalent elementary transcosets are equivalent to 

the same elementary transcoset of A in some host group 

F 2 A. Hence there exist u Eo AS, v '- AT, corresponding to 

the same element in F. Then Hu = Hv' J u = J v ' and for 

each hE. H , j E:. J , uh = ju whenever vh = jv. v v 

Conversely , given u ~ AS, v €. AT with these properties, one 

may choose new common transversals, S'''' u, T' 9 V, 0 f A 

in AS, AT respectively, thereby defining a transformation 
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of the respective elementary transcosets into a pair 

which is shown to be equivalent by proposition 2.2.5.2. 

We now consider the implications of proposition 2.2.5.3. 

for different types of elementary transcoset. 

2.2.5.4. PROPOSITION. Any two type: H = E elementary transcosets 

of A are equivalent. 

PROOF. The conditions of proposition 2.2.5.3. are trivially 

satisfied if all H- and J-subgroups ot A are trivial. 

In particular, all type: H = E elementary transcosets 

of A are equivalent to an elementary transcoset of partic

ularly simple structure, namely fA,S ,'Xo' , where ))(A) is 

permutation isomorphic to the right regular representation 

of A, and 7f(s) = (1) for all s E s. 

This provides the means of constructin~ all type: H = E 

elementary transcosets, namely from fA,S,~o\by transform

ation. 

2.2.5.5. PROPOSITION. Any type: H-J elementary trnnscoset, fA,T,"t1 

may be transformed into some fA,s,xl t for which 

(Ht =) Hs = Js for some s E. S. 

PROOF. Type: H -J implies that for t E T there exists 

a E A such that J t = a-I Hta. 

By proposition 2.2.4.4. a new common transversal, S con

taining the element,at, will define a transformation to 
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an equivalent elementary transcoset in standard form, 

say lA,S,~) , such that for s = at, 

Hs = Ht , 
-I 

J s = aJta = Ht also. 

2.2.5.6. PROPOSITION.An elementary transcoset, fA,T,~S , is equiv

alent to some IA,s,'Xos' forwhich'Tt'(s) = (1), all s(S, 

if and only if for some t ( T there exists a ~ A such that 

the isomorphism "7t(t): Ht ... J t is also induced by a. 

I.e. for all hE Ht , h'1T(t) = a-'ha. 

NOTE. It follows that fA,T,"tJ cannot be of type: H+J. 

PROOF. Such an fA,s,'X.1 exists, defined as in 2.2.1.8. by 

a- = (1), S and 'l>o(A): S - S permutation isomorphic to the 

representation of A on the rieht cosets of Ht in A. Then 

for some s € S, Hs = Ht • 

11(S) = (1) is true for all sE-S if true for any sE-S, by 

2.2.1.4. (ii). So for all h€ Hs ' hrr(s) = h. 

Renee J = Hand sh = hS t for all h£ Hs • s s 

If for fA,T,-cJ there exists a (A such that a'" ha = hn(t) 

= j (Jt , for all h! Rt , then (at)h = ajt = h(at). 

Thus, for choice of u = at, Hu = Ht , J u cRt' 

and for all h( Ht , uh = hUe 

Hence fA,s ,')(~J and fA, T ,"t1 are equivalent, as seen by putting 

v = s, j = h, to satisfy the conditions of proposition 

Conversely if [A,T ,"'t'1 and fA,S ,1<'03 are equivalent then by 

2.2.5.3. there exists u = at € AT such tha.t Hu = J u ' and 

for all hE H , uh = hu. u 
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Hence for all h~H , th = a-1uh = a-Ihu = (a-1ha)t = jt. 
u 

Thus Ht = Hu ' J t = a-I Hua, and furthermore the isomorphism 

induced by t, i.e. ;r(t): Ht ~ J t is also induced by a. 

We have shown in this subsection that the question of 

whether or not two elementary transcosets are equivalent 

reduces to whether or not a pair of H- and J-subgroups of 

A can be found in common which are fused similarly, i.e. 

for which the isomorphism:Ht~ J t , induced by an element, 

t, of the relevant double coset of A in some host group, 

is the same in each case. 

These results considerably reduce the diversity of e1e-

mentary transcosets of A which need to be considered when 

attempting to construct all generalised transcosets defin-

ing groups containing A. 

2.2.6. Fusing any given pair of isomorphic subgroups of A. 

The problem now presents itself of whether an elementary 

transcoset of a given group A may always be found so that 

any given pair of isomorphic subgroups of A become an H

and corresponding J-subgroup. 

B.H. Neumann (1954) has studied the problem of embedding 

group A in a group G such that any given isomorphism 

between a pair of subgroups, say C and D in A, is induced 

by some element g€. G. Thus: C = g-'De. C and D are thereby 

said to be fused in G. He showed that not only may G always 

be found, but that if A is finite, G may be chosen as Sym(A). 
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The latter result is attributed to P. Hall. 

The proposition that G may always be found such that 

for g ~ G the elementary transcoset corresponding to AgA 

has C as an H-subgroup (Hg) and D as a J-subgroup (Jg) 

is stronger than P. Hall's theorem, which merely asserts 

that G ~ g exists such that H contains C and J contains D. g g 

Moreover, the proposition is not true for G = Sym(A). 

If A = V
4

, the Klein 4-group, Sym(A) does not contain an 

element g such that AgA corresponds to an elementary 

transcoset with Hg ~ J g S C2 • Yet, as we shall show, there 

exists just such an elementary transcoset, with Hg = C, 

J g = D, for any choice of C ~ D ~ C2 in V4 • We shall con

struct one as an example (2.2.6.3. below). Such an elemen

tary transcoset cannot be embedded in Sym(A g V
4

) in the 

manner of theorem 2.2.3.4., because all the fully collapsed 

elementary transcosets of V
4 

are of type: H = A , i.e. 

consist of just one left (hence right) coset of V4• 

To establish this, note that any permutation on the non

identity elements of V
4 

is an automorphism. Hence 

V4 <l sym(V4). 

2.2.6.1. THEOREM. To every finite group A having isomorphic sub

groups, C, D, there exists an elementary transcoset, rA,T,~J 
"",J Suet, rt ... k" 

:01' l'h;hh f-or t ~ T,~ C = Ht , D = J t , and t induces any 

given isomorphism: C ~ D. 

PROOF. By lemma 2.2.5.1., ~(t) corresponding to fA,T,~J 

must map entire right cosets of Ht = C onto entire right 
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co sets of J t = D, inducing some isomorphism: Rt 4 J t or C ~ D 

subject to: (ca)'TT(t) = C7T(t) a7T(t), c ~ C, a (A. 

Hence choose permutation r:5 :A-. A, fixing 1, to satisfy 

these conditions for any given isomorphism ot C onto D. 

01 always exists and may be found as follows: 

Find a common transversal, R, ot right cosets of 0 and 

right cosets of D in A. Thus A = CR = DR. 

Let cr fix R. 

For all c Eo C let co- = d! D so as to induce the given 

isomorphism. 

Then (cr)c:r = CIT ro- = cO'r = dr, for all c (0, r E.R, 

where dE:. D. This defines a sui table :::::r • 

Now define ))(A): T-+T, where T is a set of indeterminates, 

to be permutation-isomorphic to the representation of A on 

the right cosets of 0 in A. Let the corresponding point

mapping carry the right coset, C itself, onto t (T. Ident

i fy <r with 'n (t ) • 

By theorem 2.2.1.8., J ,T and yeA) define a unique elementary 

transcoset,rA,T,~l , with the required properties. 

2.2.6.2. COROLLARY. Every finite group, A, having isomorphic sub

groups, C, D, may be embedded in a group F such that for 

some t ~ F, t induces any given isomorphism of 0 onto D 

(i.e. by C ... tct- I = D) and moreover, D = A n tAt-I. 

In other words, 0 and D are the largest fused subgroups 

of A under t. 

PROOF. The elementary transcoset, rA,T,~~ , shown to exist 

by theorem 2.2.6.1. may be embedded in a group, F, by 
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theorem 2.2.3.4., it tully collapsed, or by theorem 2.2.3.6. 

if collapsible. Then t( T has the above property because 

2.2.6.3. EXAMPLE. An elementary transcoset which is equivalent to 

no fully collapsed elementary transcoset. 

Let A be the set !l,2,3,41. Define A ~ V4 by means ot b(A): 

~(l) = (1); ~(2) = (1,2)(3,4); ~(3) = (1,3)(2,4); 

~(4) = (1,4)(2,3); 

Suppose C = f1,2J; D = [l,3J. Then C = D = C2 • 

Let v be any permutation on the elements of A fixing 1, 

satisfying the conditions of lemma 2.2.5.1. For example. 

~ = (2,3) maps entire right cosets of C onto entire right 

cosets ot D. 

Choose T = ft,u]; a set of indeterminates; I T\ = (A:C) = 2. 

Equate C1 with Tt(t). 

Note that ~(a)O' b.-I (aO') = er, for all a ~ A. Hence ,,(t) = n(u). 

Define ~(A): T-+T as being permutation isomorphic to the 

representation of A on the right cosets of C in A. Thus: 

vel) = ~(2) = (1); v(3) = ~(4) = (t,u). 

Thus, by 2.2.1.8., (j, T, yeA) define a unique elementary 

transcoset, which may be obtained by direct application 

ot definition 2.2.1.1., namely: 

(AT): 1t lu 

2t 2u 

3t 3u 

4t 4u 

(AT)'t" lt lu 

3t 3u 

2u 2t 

4u 4t 
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Now all fully collapsed elementary transcosets of V4 
appear in the partition of the transcoset or A in Sym(A) , 

where A = v4. Since A is normal in Sym(A = V4), they are 

all of type: H = A , whereas the above example is of type: 

H+J • Hence the above example, (A,T,~1 , is equivalent 

to no uncollapsible elementary transcoset. 
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CHAPTER 3. On Zappa Products. 

In this chapter we shall consider those standard

form generalised transcosets, lA,S,B,xi defining 

groups for the special case where S = E. 

The group thus defined is of the form G = AB = BA, 

where every g ~ G has a unique expression as g = ab, or 

altermatively as g = b'a', for some a,a' (A, b,bt~ B. 

This implies that An B = E, otherwise if for a, at < A, 

b,b t € B, a ~ at, b ~ b', ab = a'b', then b'b-l = a,-la, 

exemp~ifying a non-trivial element common to both A 

and B. 

Such groups are products of two trivially intersecting 

subgroups and are called Zappa products, as noted in 

Chapter 1. They have been studied using mainly four 

distinct techniques: 

(i): Generalised extension theories resembling that 

of Schreier. 

(ii): Permutation representations of A (say), on the 

right cosets of A in G = AB. 

(iii): Use of Burnside's result on the solvability 

of G if A and B are both p-groups, 

(iv) S-ring theory. 

Use of technique (i) has been briefly discussed in 

the introduction, 1.1. To this ought to be added mention 
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of the work of G. Casadio (1941) for the case where A and 

B contain isomorphic normal subgroups, and of C. Tibiletti 

(1957) who studied the embedding of permutable products in 

the wreath product, as introduced by M. Krasner and L. Kal-

oujnine (1950, 1951). 

Considerable attention has been paid in the literature of 

permutable products to criteria of non-simplicity, directed 

towards uncovering stronger solvability criteria for a = AB, 

given that A and B possess certain combinations of the pro

perties of being: nilpotent; solvable; dihedral; abelian; 

a p-group. Here attention is drawn to the work of B. Huppert 
J\ 

and N. Ito (1953, 1954, 1956). Insofar as they can be said 

to rely upon anyone technique, this would be technique (iii) 

in the above list, namely to reduce the question of the 

solvability of a = AB for certain choices of A and B pro-

perties to that of the (known) solvability of t~e product 

of two prime-power order groups, by induction on the order 

of G as one of the main tools. Their work shows that if 

one of the factors of a = AB is nilpotent, and the other 

has one of several properties, e.g. of being abelian, or of 

prime-power order, or Hamiltonian, then a is solvable. 

A further important generalisation has been achieved by 

Kegel (1961), who proved the solvability of the product of 

two nilpotent groups. 

There can however be no counterpart in permutable product 

theory to the property of Schreier extensions that the ex

tenSion, a, of A by B is solvable if and only if both A and 

B are solvable. The simple groups, Alt(5) and 5
168 

are both 
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Zappa products of solvable groups. Furthermore, in each case 

one of the solvable factors is nilpotent. 

The existence of these two elementary counterexamples to 

obvious conjectures suggests that the laws governing the 

existence of non-solvable groups which are Zappa products 

of solvable factors are not straightforward, nor easily un-

covered. A purely group theoretic proof of the solvability 
oU 

of the Zappa product of twoico-prime order p-eroups (Burn-

side's fundamental result) has only recently been achieved 

by D.A. Goldschmidt (1970), in spite of considerable attent-

ion to the problem by various workers in the past. 

The apparent suitability, however, of the study of element

ary transcosets of one factor of a Zappa product for provid-

ing insight into questions of this nature leads us to pro

pose this as a fifth technique. The aims of employine this 

technique in addition to the four already listed might be 

considered as settling the followine questions: 

- (1) Does the non-existence of simple Zappa products of two 

p-groups have a counterpart in the non-existence of certain 

types of elementary transcoset, viz. those which satisfy 

certain conditions for embeddability in such Zappa products? 

- (2) Does the theorem of Feit and Thompson (1963) on the 

solvability of odd order groups likewise have a counterpart 

in the prohibiti~n of certain types of elementary transcoset? 

In spite of the acknowledged depth of the latter reSUlt, 
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question (2) is especially tempting, because odd order 

Zappa products have (generalised) transcosets, and corr

esponding elementary transcosets of distinctive structure. 

If rA,B,~J is a transcoset of the Zappa product, G = AB, 

then A and B may be partitioned into disjoint subsets, 

! U !-l U E, 12 U 12-l U E respectively, where A and ~ are inverse

free, such that the subsets: AB, A(12)-l, (!)-lB, (!)-1(12)-1 

of AB are all mapped onto themselves by ?C. An affirmative 

answer to question (2) would imply an affirmative answer to 

question (1) for the case of odd order p-groups, leaving 

only the case of the Zappa product or an odd p-group with a 

2-group to be considered. 

This technique of studying Zappa products through the ele

mentary transcosets of just one of the factors (e.g. A) 

has similarities in this respect with S-ring theory; tech

nique (iv) on our ~ist. Attention is drawn to expository 

accounts in H. Wie1andt (1964) and W.R. Scott (1964), and 

to the work of O. Tamaschke (1966) in deriving a generalised 

character theory within S-ring theory. 

S-rings over a finite group, A, correspond to transcosets 

of A as follows. Let G = AB be the Zappa product of A and B. 

There exists an S-ring over A called the double coset S-ring 

Which has as a basis a set of elements in the group 81-

gebra, RAt (or group-ring; see M. Hall, jnr. (1959) p 247 

et seq.) which correspond to the distinct complexes, 

(BaB) n A, for a' A. These complexes of A also happen to be 

the transitivity sets of 'IT(B): A-. A, as defined for the 

transcoset of A in AB. However, S-ring theory will not 
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concern us further here. 

The two questions posed above will motivate the ensuing 

treatment of transcosets defining Zappa products. Although 

sufficiently strong non-existence criteria for given types 

of transcoset have not yet been found to furnish even part-

ial alternative proofs of either Burnside's result for 

prime-power factors, or the result of Feit and Thompson, 

the constructive methods of transcoset theory permit the 

search for transcosets satisfying the known criteria for 

embeddability in simple Zappa products o. odd order, or 

of two p-groups. These should then be available for further 

examination, hopefully leading to stronger criteria. 

This indicates the use of an electronic computer in a 

search for counter-examples to tentative conjectures, a 

pedestrian, but instructive method of conducting research. 

One such investigation has been undertaken on the element-

ary transcosets of D8 , the dihedral group of order 8 which 

are embeddable in simple Zappa products. Some of the results 

are discussed in subsection 3.2.3. 

The choice of D8 was prompted by the following considerations: 

D8 is dihedral, a p-group and therefore also nilpotent. 

Zappa products of factors with properties selected from these 

are popular candidates in the literat~re for non-simplicity 

criteria. 

D8 is nonetheless a factor of a simple Zappa product (5
168

). 

D8 is moreover a Sylow subgroup ~f S168. In theories of 

non-normal extension especial interest attaches to assem-
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bling finite groups from their Sylow subgroups. 

The fully collapsed elementary transcosets of D8 were thus 

suspected to be a rich source of counter-examples to plaus

ible conjectures concerning the elementary transcosets of 

Zappa products. In particular they offered the means for 

a closer study of S168' a simple group which appears to 

have some interesting unique properties, e.g. as shown in 

B. Huppert (1956). 
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3.1. structure of the generalised transcoset ot n Zarr~ rroduct. 

In this section we state a number of propositions relating 

to the structure of an elementary transcoset, fA, T, ~ 1 , 
which is embedded in the transcoset, fA,B,?<3, defining 

the Zappa product, G = AB. 

These propositions will be of concern in section 3.2., 

where we exhibit a table of distinct elementary transcosets 

of D8 , the dihedral group of order 8, which allows us to 

investigate Zappa products with D8 as one factor, where no 

subgroup (~ E) of the other factor is normal in the whole 

group. 

3.1.1. Cycles of ?( and the orders of elements in G = AB. 

Recall that for all ab (group G = AB, A n B = E, de fined by 

the standard form transcoset, [A,B,'X1. (ab»)( = btl. The 

following is immediate: 

3.1.1.1. PROPOSITION. Elements lying in the same cycle of ?< are 

conjugate in G. 

PROOF. For all a (A, b, B, (ab)X = ba = b(ab)b-l = a-l(ab)a. 

It follows that all such elements are of the same order. 

This order bears the following relationship to the length 

of the ?(-cycle containing the elements: 

3.1.1.2. PROPOSITION. The length. r, of a cycle of ?( divides the 
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order of an element, ab~ AB, which it moves. 

PROOF. Let aI' a2 , ••• , ar , ar +l , ••• , 

bl , b2 , ••• , br , br +l , ••• , 

be two sequences of (not necessarily non-recurring) elements 

of A and B respectively, such that, for all i = 1,2, ••• , 

(ai bi)'I( = bi ai = ai +l bi +l • 

If r is the length of the cycle, (~bl' a2b2 , ••• , arbr ), 

then ar+lbr +l = albl • 

Let n be the order of the element, albl,in G. Then: 
n n-l (alb l ) = 1 = a1(blal ) bl , 

)n-l = al (a2b2 bl , 

)n-2 = al a2 (b2a2 b2bl , 

= •••••••••••••••• 

= (~a2 ••• an)(bnbn_l ••• b2bl )· 

Since AB is a Zappa product, this implies that: 

(~a2 ••• an) = 1 = (bnbn_l ••• bl )· 

Now, since (aibi )?( = biai = (aibi)ai = ai+lbi +l , 

(albl)?(n = (al bl )al a2 ••• an = albl • 

Since, however, r is the smallest positive integer such that 

(albl)?(r = albl , then r must divide n. 

3.1.1.3. COROLLARY. If [A,B,?(] defines the group, G = AB, then 

?\IGI = (1). 

PROOF. By Lagrange's theorem, the order of an element ot 

G divides the order of G. Hence if r is the length of any 

given cycle of I( , then r divides IGl. 

Thus ')( is of o~~:::t~IGI • 
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3.1.2. ')( and the inverse mapping of G. 

Let ¢G = ¢AB be the inverse mapping of the group, a, defined 

by the transcoset, [A,B, XJ . 
Then ¢G: ab-+b-la-l , for all aEA, bfB. 

Now /<': ab~ba " " ,by definition. 

3 -1 -1 .1.2.1. DEFINITION. Let eAB : ab~a b ,for all afA, b(B. 

eAB , restricted to A cAB equals ¢A; 

eAB , restricted to Be AB equals ¢B. 

PROOF. For all a( A, b( B, 

(ab)eAB)( = (a-lb-l)X = b-la-l = (ab)¢AB· 

Now both eAB and ¢AB are of order 2. Hence: 

PROOF. ¢AB?(¢AB = ¢AB(eAB¢AB)¢AB = ¢ABeAB = X-
l

• 

eAB'X eAB = eAB(eAB¢AB)eAB = ¢A.l3eAB = ~-l. 

3.1.2.4. PROPOSITION. ?(consists of: 

(i) cycles of length 1, 

(ii) pairs of cycles of length greater than 1, permuting 

pairs of inverse complexes of a, 

(iii) cycles of even length each permuting a selt-inverse 
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complex of G. 

If G is odd order, then ?( consists of (i) and (ii) only. 

PROOF. If 0< contains a cycle: (gl' g2' ••• , Cr ), then 

",-1 -1 = lL'G A ¢G contains the cycle: 

¢Ql(gr' gr-l' ••• , gl)¢G 

= (g~G' gr-l¢G' ••• , gl¢G) 

( -1 -1 -1 = gr' gr-l' ••• , gl ). 

These two cycles of ?( must be either identical or disjoint. 

If disjoint then gl' g2' ••• , gr ; 

are two inverse complexes. The pair of cycles permuting 

these are of type (ii). 

If identical then gl' g2' ••• , gr is a self-inverse complex 

of G. Call it C. If any gi (C is its own inverse then it is 

of order 2, whereupon by 3.1.1.2. lei = 1 or 2. If 1 then 

the corresponding cycle is of type (i). Otherwise pair off 

the elements of e with their own inverses t so each is paired 

with a distinct element, showing \el to be even. The cor-

respondin~ cycle is then of type (iii). By 3.1.1.2. each 

element lying in C must be of even order. 

It follows that if G is of odd order then there can be no 

type (iii) cycles. 

We now consider the inverse structure ot G in terms of 

elementary transcosets of A. 

If AgA, g E G ~A, is a double coset then the set of all 

inverses of elements lying in AgA is equal to the double 

coset Ag -I A. For every element aga l , AeA, the inverse 
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3.1.2.5. DEFINITION. A self-inverse double coset of A in a eroup G 

is one which contains the inverse of any (hence all) of its 

elements. 

3.1.2.6. PROPOSITION. If A is of odd order then a self-inverse double 

coset of A must contain an element of order 2. 

PROOF. A double coset consists of (A:Ht ) right cosets of A 

for some subgroup, Ht , of A. Hence if A is of odd order then 

AgA will contain an odd number of elements • 

. If furthermore AgA contains no element of order 2 then 

pairing every element of self-inverse AgA with its inverse 

will be impossible since this requires there to be an even 

number of elements. 

3.1.2.7. PROPOSITION. If a type: H~J elementary transcoset of A, 

lA,T,~J, is embedded in the transcoset of A in some host 

group, G, then the double coset, AT, cannot be self-inverse. 

PROOF. If AT is self-inverse then for t ( T, t-l = at' for 

some a (. A, t' ( T. 

From the definition of H- and J- subgroups, Ht = J
t
- l ; 

J t = H
t

- l • By proposition 2.2.4.4. all the H-subgroups are 

conjugate. Hence Ht ,.., H
t
- l = J t • Thus the elementary trans

coset cannot be of type II ~ J. 

3.1.2.8. COROLLARY. If a type: H~ J elementary transcoset of A is 

embedded in a group transcoset then there must exist a 
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separate H r J elementary transcoset of A corresponding to 

the inverse double coset of A. 

The pair of elementary transcosets, rA,T,~ J, [A,U,t.,,], 

corresponding to inverse double cosets in some group G;; A 

will be of the same type and have the samo cycle-structure 

by proposition 3.1.2.4., but are not necessarily equivalent. 

-1 Thus if for g ~ AT, Hg <l A but Jg~ A, then for g = r, AU, 

Hf-s6 A, J f <1 A. By 2.2.4.4., 2.2.4.6., this is true for all 

f E AU, Which violates a necessary condition for equivalence 

(2.2.5.3.), viz. that for some fEAU, g(AT, Hf = Hg , etc. 

3.1.3. Constructing the Generalised Transcoset of a Zanpa nroduct. 

In order to construct all generalised transcosets, IA,s,B,XJ , 

defining a group, G = ASB, from elementary transcosets of 

A and B, the suggestion has been put forward to build up 

the associated transcosets, /A,(SB),Xj and fB,(SA),?(-l] 

by in-step concatenation of selected elementary transcosots 

of A and of B respectively. 

In the case of a Zappa product (i.e. where S = E) a much 

Simpler process can be used. Under the restriction that no 

non-trivial subgroup of B will be normal in the result1n~ 

group G = AB, it suffices to assemble fA,(SB),XJ = fA,B,xf 

alone by concatenation of elementary transcosets in standard 

form selected so that "l1'(B), the union of 11 (T) contributed 

by each elementary transcoset, 1A.T,~J , is a faithful 

(anti-isomorphic) representation of B. 
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We shall say that [A,B,X] defines the Zappa product, G = AB, 

It does this through yielding directly (A,E,B,X] as a gen

eralised transcoset of A and B, which defines a in the strict 

sense of 1.2.2.3. We shall prove this as a theorem below. 

Zappa products may be constructed in the most general case 

by the same method initially, to form a' = AB', and then 

by Schreier extension theory to form G = AS, where G "" N <l B 

such that B' = BIN. 

3.1.3.1. THEOREM. Let fA,B,xl be a transcoset of A in standard form. 

B is given as the union of E and a set of indeterminates. 

Let If(B) be the union of all 'neT) for each TCB, where 

fA,T,~1 is an embedded elementary transcoset. 

If nCB) forms a permutation group, with ~(b) ~~b') for 

each pair of distinct b,b'( B then IA,B,x1 defines a Zappa 

product, a = AB, where "71"(B) constitutes a faithful nnti-iso

morphic representation of subgroup B. 

PROOF. Since by assumption of properties of Tr(B) , lA,B,?< 1 
is the concatenation of distinct fully collapsed elementary 

transcosets of A, it can be embedded in A,n, ; de!1ning 

group ~ = Sym(A) as in SUbsection 2.2.3.; such that 

B~~ = Syml(A). 

Now ~(~) is an anti-isomorphic representation ot ll, ot which 

rr(B) is a subgroup. Hence B, represented by ~(B), is a sub-

group of ~ such that AB = BA. Hence AB is a subgroup ot ~, 

and is uniquely defined by fA,B,~J through rA,E,B,~J , the 

generalised transcoset defining G = AB. 
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We note also the following proposition, which provides a 

useful simplicity criterion for a transcoset defining a 

Zappa product. 

3.1.3.2. PROPOSITION. If a Zappa product, G = AB, of co-prime order 

subgroups, A and B, has a normal subgroup, K ~ E, then there 

exist subgroups, L~A, M~B, at least one of which is proper, 

such that K = LM = ML; LB = BL; MA = AM. 

PROOF. Let, be the homomorphism of G = AB onto G' = A'B' 

with kernel K. Since IG,\ < IGI, where \G'I = IA'I)( IB'I; 

lGI = IAIX'IBI; IAI, IB} co-prime, it follows that I A'I <. IAt or 

IB'I < IB/. Then the mappings,: A"" A'; i: B ..... B'; must be 

homomorphisms with kernels, L~A, M .... B, say, at least one 

of which is a proper subgroup of A or B respectively. 

Th e re fore L = K fl A; M = K n B. 

Now 1M 5: K is a set of distinct elements, since every express-

ion of g (G as g = ab, ac A, b ('B, is unique. Thus 1M = K 

because: 

ILMI = \L/)(IMI = <IAI/IA'1 )><(\B/IIB'I) = \GI/\G, = IKI. 

Similarly ML = K. 

Now for all b ( B, bK = Kb = bML = 1Mb, because K c:. G. 

Thus BML = LMB, or BL = LB, because BM = MB = B. 

Similarly AK = leA = ALM = HLA = AM = MA. 

3.1.3.3. COROLLARY. The Zappa product defined by transcoset fA,B,~J , 

A and B of co-prime order, is simple if and only it for no 

proper normal subgroup, LetA, or M.:aB, does?(map LBcAB, or 

AM cAB, onto themselves. 
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3.2. The Generation of Fully Collapsed Elementary Transcosets. 

3.2.1. Method of investigating the transcoset of A in Sym(A) 

£Y computer. 

An ALGOL program was written to print out the fully collapsed 

standard form elementary transcosets of a given low order 

finite group A by examining Sym(A) was written and run on 

a Burroughs B6700 computer for the case A = D8 , the dihedral 

group of order 8. 

The elementary transcosets forming the output, say rA,T,~), 

are unique to automorphism of A and to permutation of the 

elements of T. Since, as we have shown, every fully collapsed 

elementary transcoset of A in standard form appears precisely 

once in the transcoset of A in G = AB, where B = Syml(A) , 

the program embodies the following algorithm: 

3.2.1.1. ALGORITHM. To obtain the distinct fully collapsed elementary 

transcosets of A in standard form, unique to automorphism 

of A and mutually non-identical. 

(l) Enumerate the permutations of syml(A). Suppose the next 

permutation in sequence is a-. 

(2) Generate the set o,f permutatHms If(tY(A)) = ~(ap.~ -t (ae7) 

for all a (' A, forming T = t~(A) at the same time by 

identifying t1(a) and t~(a') whenever n(t~(a» = ~(t~(a') 
fA,T,"t'1, thus defined, will be fully collapsed. 

(3) If for any t'l'T, lr(t') occurs earlier in the enumeration 

of Sym1(A) then fA,T,~J has be_n examined already. 

Discard ~and go to (1). 

(4) If any O("'\'7T(t'~, t·~ T, 0«( Aut(A) (the group of auto-
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morphisms of A), occurs earlier in the enumeration of 

Syml(A), then [A,T,~] is of the same abstract structure 

as an elementary transcoset examined already, i.e. where 

A has been replaced by its image under ~ • We describe 

the two transcosets as "copies". Discard &' and go to (1). 

(5) Compute yeA). 

(6) Compute and print ~ using the relationship: 

(at)"t:' = arr(t) t)?(a) , for all a (A, t (. T. 

This yields"\:" &'.s the product of disjoint cycles on the 

elements of AT. 

(7) Go to (1) until Sym1(A) exhausted, whereupon stop. 

Whenever rr was discarded, a message was printed indicating 

the particular permutation ~, earlier in the enumeration 

Which yielded an identical transcoset, or a copy. Thus 

any given permutation in Sym (A) can be traced back to one 
1 

of the permutations defining an elementary transcoset ap-

pearing in the output. 

3.2.2. Enumerating the elements of the SymmetriC Group. 

We shall now describe the method used to enumerate the 

elements of the symmetric group, that is, to place the 

permutations forming Sym(n) into 1-1 correspondence with 

the natural numbers, O,1,2, ••• (n!-1). 

Several methods of generating successively all the permut

ations of the symmetriC group, Sym(n), have been pub1ish~d, 

and compared for speed of computer execution. See tor ex-
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ample R.J. Ord-Smith(1970). The method used here is the 

author's own, although similar principles may be discerned 

in a number of other methods. For example, the principle 

of mixed-radix arithmetic used in association with per-

mutations is apparently not novel; being attributed (without 

reference) to M. Hall, jnr. by Ord-Smith (ibid). 

The originality of the present method, therefore, lies not 

so much in the conversion of a natural nt.mber into a unique 

permutation, but rather in the rapid execution of the reverse 

process, by which steps (3) and (4) of algorithm 3.2.1.1. may 

be performed without the need to store all permutations of 

Syml(A), nor to search them. 

3.2.2.1. DEFINITION. The symmetric group, Sym(n), will be assumed to 

be defined on the numerals: 1,2,3, ••• n,n+l, ••• ad oo~ of 

which the numerals, n+l, n+2, ••• ad mare considered to be 

fixed. 

We shall assign to each permutation of Sym(n) a unique 

number, with the property of being indep~~dent of the value 

of n. Under the above definition, a permutation, rrf Sym(n) 

lies also in Sym(n') for all n'~ n. The numerical represent

ation, m , as we shall call it, will be independent of the 
0' 

particular Sym(n') assumed to contain it. 

3.2.2.2. PROPOSITION. Let c
r 

be the cycle, (1,2, ••• ,r), 2"r"n. 

Any given permutation, ~ , in Sym(n) is uniquely expressible 

in the form: 
in 

G"'" = cn 

i n-l 
c· n-l ..... 
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PROOF. By induction on n. 

The proposition is true for n = 2, whereupon i2 may trute 

the values 0 or 1. 

Now Sym(n) is expressible as a Zappa product: 

Sym(n) = Cn Symn(n), where symn(n) is the stabi1iser 

of n in Sym(n). By definition 3.2.2.1., Symn(n) = Sym{n-l). 

Hence every ~ Sym(n) has the unique expression: 
in in 

cr = cn cr', for unique cn e Cn , and a' c;; Sym{n-l) • 

= 
i i 

c n n-1 n cn_l ..... 
which is true by assumption of the truth of the proposition 

for (n-1). 

3.2.2.3. DEFINITION. An ascending radix numeral is a finite string 

of digits (shown enclosed by quotes,"), where the rightmost 

digit has radix 2, the radix of each successive digit to the 

left increasing by 1. 

Two such strings will be equated if they differ only by 

preceding zero digits. 

3.2.2.4. EXAMPLE. "5,4,3,2,1" is a valid ascending radix numeral. 

The natural lexicographic ordering of ascending radix num

erals places them in 1-1 correspondence with the natural 

numbers, thus: 

"0" ~ 0; 

"1" ~ 1; 

" 5,4,3 ,2 ,1" ~ 719; 

"l,O,O,O,O,O"~ 720 = 5!. 
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3.2.2.5. PROPOSITION. Let 

i i 
c n n-l n cn_

l 

~ ~ Sym(n) have the unique expression: 

i 
c2

2
• Then "in' in_I' ••••• , i2" is a valid 

ascending radix numeral and represents a uni~ue number, m~, 

called the numerical representation of (j. 

PROOF. By its position in the string, the radix of ir is r, 

n~ r~2. By the assumptions of proposition 3.2.2.2., r>ir~ O. 

Hence "in' in_I' ••••• , i2" is a valid ascending radix 

numeral. 

Since by definition, "0, 0, ••• , 0, i , i l' ••• , i2" is n n-
equated to "i , i l' ••• , i 2", m is independent of the n n- ~ 

value of n in whateved Sym(n) is supposed to contain \r. Hence 

mer corresponds uniquely to cr. 

To convert any finite natural number, m~, into the corresp

onding permutation, cr, the ascending radix numeral equated 

with m~ is found, from which follows the unique sequence of 

elements of C , r = 2,3, ••• ,n, to define ~. n is found as 
r 

the radix of the "leftmost non-zero digit in the ascending 

radix numeral of m • 
r 

To convert a given permutation, ~ , into its numerical rep

resentation, m , a rapid ALGOL procedure was developed, 
rr 

behaving essentially like the following manual aleorithm: 

3.2.2.6. ALGORITHM. To obtain the unique numerical representation 

of a permutation, 0-. 

(1) Write down ~ in cyclic form, followed by a string 
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of' • • • Cr 
. thus: . .. , 

( u--1 ) cn C n-l c n-2 ..... c
3 

where n is the highest value point moved under 

(2) For r :: n, n-l, •••• , 3, 2 successively: 
1 in i n_l choose ir such that (CJ - ) cn cn_l •••• 

c2 ' 

tr. 

1 
C r fixes r. r 

Convert "i ,i l' ••••• , i2" to a natural number, m • n ~ ~ 

NOTES. (i) Step (2) is easy to perform without writing down 
i 

the permutation forms of c j
j explicitly, no? j ~2, since the 

i 
image of point sunder c j

j is simply: 

s+ij (mod j), if s ~ j; 

s if s'>j. 

(ii) No successive application of step (2) can move a point, 

s>r, once fixed. Thus the algorithm terminates with all 

points fixed, i.e. with: 

l
in 1n_1 (c- - ) c
n 

c
n

_
1 :: (1). 

3.2.2.7. EXAMPLE. Obtain the numerical representation of (1,4,2)(3,5,6,7) 

Step(l): (1,2,4)(3,7,6,5) c7 
c6 Cs c 4 

c
3 

c2 
i 

step (2): r = 7. Since c:1-f:7"'6 we need c
7

7:6"'7, i.e. 17 = 1. 

-I .1' 1 
r = 6. " r::1 (',:6-..6 " c6

6:64 6 " 16 = o. 
1 

r = 5. " O=-b~c6: 5'" 4 " c
5

5 : 4'-' 5 tI 
15 = 1. 

1 
r = 4. ''cib 1 0 I 4 3 tI c4

4 :3-4, " i4 III 1. 7c&c5 : ... 

r :: 3. -I I 0 I I ~ 
O'c7c6c5c4:3 3, 13 III O. 

r = 2. -"OIIO ~ 
(1 c7c6c5c4c3:2 2, i2 Ie O. 
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step (3): The ascending radix numeral corresponding to 

(1,4,2)(3,5,6,7) is "1,0,1,1,0,0". 

m = 1.6! + 1.4! + 1.3! = 750. 
~ 

3.2.3. The fully collapsed elementary transcosets of DB. 

Table 1 lists salient details of the fully collapsed elem-

entary transcosets of A = DB' the dihedral group of order B, 

with all copies suppressed. 

There are 137 distinct non-trivial fully collapsed element

ary transcosets of DB' of which 6B lie in AB ~ Alt(B), the 

alternating group on B points. The latter property is deter-

mined by whether a, defining the elementary transcoset 

by 2.2.1.8., is an odd or even parity permutation. Since 

~(A) here consists of even parity permutations only, the set 

of permutations, ~(T)~ u , for each defined elementary trans

coset, [A,T,~I , are all of the same parity, i.e. either 

all odd, or all even. This yields the result: 

3.2.3.1. PROPOSITION. Alt(A) is factorisable into ~(A) and Altl(A), 

the stabilizer of element 1 in Alt(A), if and only if for 

all a~A, ){a) is of even parity, i.e. if /AI/2 is not nn 

odd integer. 

The parity of a permutation can be found from the numerical 

representation as follows: 

3.2.3.2. PROPOSITION. The parity of a permutation is equal to the 

numerical. parity of the sum of alternate digits, starting 
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with and including the rightmost, in the ascendine radix 

form of its numerical representation. 

PROOF. Every alternate digit from and including the right

most in the ascending radix numerical representation of a 

given permutation,~, represents the exponent of a cyclic 

element of even length (hence of odd parity) in an expansion 

of ~. Hence the sum of these digits denotes the number of 

odd parity factors in a product of permutations equal to cr • 

If this number is odd the parity of ~ is odd, otherwise it 

is even. 

3.2.3.3. EXAMPLE. 787 = "1,Q,2,2,0,1," is the numerical representation 

of the permutation: (1,3,4,2,5,6,7). The sum of alternate 

digits: x,0,x,3,x,1, is 4, which is even. 

In computing table 1, the following representation,¥~ of 

D8 was used, shown together with its automorphism group, 

Aut(A): 

'\(0) = (1), 

A(l) = (0,1,2,3)(4,5,6,7), 

'\(2) = (0,2)(1,3)(4,6)(5,7), 

~3) = (0,3,2,1)(4,7,6,5), 

'\(4) = (0,4)(1,7)(2,6)(3,5), 

)..(5) = (0,5)(1,4)(2,7)(3,6), 

~(6) = (0,6)(1,5)(2,4)(3,7), 

..\(7) = (0,7)(1,6)(2,5)(3,4); 

Aut(A) = l(l), (4,5,6,7), (4,6)(5,7), (4,7,6,5), 

(1,3)(4,5)(6,7), (1,3)(4,6), (1,3)(5,7), 
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(1,3)(4,7)(5,6) 3 • 

The computer programme output ~ for each new elementary 

transcoset, fA,T,~1 , discovered. For space considerations, 

the entire transcoset will not be exhibited hore in each 

case, but instead only the distinct lengths of the cycles 

of "'C. By proposition 3.1.1.2, these values are divisors 

of the orders of elements contained in AT embedded in aorne 

host group. 

Elementary transcosets are indexed by the numerical rerre

sentation of (J" = net) for some t E T which defines them, and 

will be referred to by using this number as a label. 

The elementary transc'osets: 147, 240 and 830 l1e in trana

cosets of A defining groups isomorphic to $168. We exhibit 

one of these transcosets as the generalised trnnscoset of 

A and B with which it is associated (D being non-abelian ot 

order 21), namely the one containing 147. It has been asse~

bled from 147 and copies of 240 ~nd 830. 

3.2.3.4. EXAMPLE. A transcoset of A = D8 d~finin~ the simple croup 

S168 e 

A is the set [0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7J; 0 is the identity ~lement, 

thus E = f03; B is supplied as the union ot E and a aot ot 

20 indeterminates: 

b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i,j,k,m,n,p,q,r,s,t,u,v,W e 

The transcoset is presented below as a tabulation or (AB)X • 
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The location indexed by a(A and b€n contains (ob)X. atb', 

for some at~ A, b'( B. Thus (lb)X = bl = 2c; (lc)X • cl 

= 6d; etc. Also, for all b( B, Ob = (Ob)'X I:: b. 

Alongside each element of set B, its representation no pro

vided by ~(B) is displayed. as determined by tha rolevant 

elementary transcoset brought in. 

(1 ) T1 [ 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

(1,2,4)(3,5,6) b 2c 4d 5e If 6g 3h 71 

(1,6,5)(3,2,7) c 6d 7e 2b 4g Ih 51 31' 

(1,3,6,7,2,4,5) d 3e 4b 6c 5h 11 7t 2g 

(1,5,4,2,7,6,3) e 5b 7c 1d 21 4f 3g 6h 

(1,6,7)(3,5,4) T2 
f 61 2h 5g 3b 4e 7d Ie 

(1,5,6)(3,7,2) g 5f 31 7h 4c 6b Ie, ,2d 

(1,7,6)(3,4,5) h 7g 2f 41 5d 3c Ib 6& 

(1,4,2)(3,6,5) 1 4h Ie 6f 20 3d 5c 7b 

(2,6,3)(4,5,7) j 1k 6m 2n 5j 7n 3m 4lt 

(1,5,2)(4,6,7) k 5m 1n 3j 6n 2:n ?It l.j 

(1,4,7.3,5,2,6) T3 
m 4n 6j 5k 7m 21<. 1j 3n 

(1,2,3,4,6,5,7) n 2j 3k 4m 6k 7j 5n 1m 

(1,2,5)(4,7,6) p 2s 5r 3q ?q lr 1+8 61' 

(2,3,6)(4,7,5) q 1p 3s 6r 7p 4q 2r 58 

(1,6,2,5,3,7,4) T4 
r 6q 5p 7s 18 3p 2q 4r 

(1,7,5,6,4,3,2) s 7r 1q 2p 3r 68 '.1' 5q 

(l,7,3)(4,6,~) 

[: 
7u 4t 1u 6t 5u 2t 3u 

(1,3,7)(4,2,6) T5 3t 6u 7t 2u 5t 4u It 

(1,3,4)(5,2,7) r: 3w 7v 4w 1w 2v 6w 5v 

(1,4,3)(5,7,2) T6 4v 5w Iv 3v 7w 6v 2w 
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We assemble the following elementary trnnscosots ot A e DS. 

(l):The trivial transcoset, [A,E,(l»), 01' A itselt. 

(2): [A,T2 ,"t; 1 , identical to transcoset 147. 

(3):fA,T3,~3 , a copy 01' transcoset 830. The required copy is 

obtained by conjugating ~ by ;Z , where 0<: AT3 -+ AT3 18 

related to the automorphism, ~ = (4,6)(5,7) of A as follows: 

t1(: at ~ (aK )t, for all a (A, t E: T
3

• 

~ is chosen to yield Ti(T) E: gp f "Tl(T2)7 • 
(4): A second copy, fA,T4,T] , of transcoset 830. AT4 is the 

i -1 nverse double coset to AT
3

• In fact T4 = T3 • 

~ here is chosen as (1,3)(4,5)(6,7). 

(5): A copy, (A,T
5

,-e] , of transcoset 240. I< here is chosen 88 

(1,3)(5,7). AT5 is a self-inverse double coset. 

(6): A second copy, fA,T6,~J , of trnnscoset 240. ~ hore is 

chosen as (7,6,5,4). AT6 is likewise self-inverse. 

The concatenation of transcosets (1)-(6) defin~s 8 group 

(a Zappa product) AB, by theorem 3.1.3.1., bccnuce ~D) 18 

a group of distinct permutations. ~(B) faithfully represents 

B (by anti-isomorphism), thus defining II group ovor the 

preViously structure1ess set B. 

The SimpliCity of this Zappa product is 1m~ed1Atoly 8rpnront 
\ 

from corollary 3.1.3.3., because A and D nre or eo-prlm~ 

order, and neither A nor B possess proJlor normnl fHlbgrollp3 

L4 A, M<JB, such that (LB)X = LB, or (AM)X • MI. 
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CHAPTER 4. On a }Iethod of constructine r~nernlin~rl Trnn"c~n~t"~ 

Chapters 1 and 2 have been devoted to developing a theory 

of constructing all finite groups generated by two !ully

inconjugate subgroups, A and B. This problem haa boen re

duced to that of simultaneously forming a pair of associated 

transcosets, fA,(SB),~] ,fB,(SA),X-~, of the generaliDod 

transcoset, fA,S,B,Al by concatenating basic units called 

elementary transcosets, of A and B respectively. 

In the case of A and B prime-cyclic, the number of distinct, 

non-equivalent elementary transcosets to be chosen from is 

small. In the case of A, say, they are either of tYre H • E 

(of Which there is only one), or of type H = A (eorresponding 

to trivial double cosets). 

Although the scope of the present work has been viewed as 

laying the foundations for such methods ot constructing 

finite groups by non-normal extension, it would not be com

plete without some simple example serving to indicato how 

such methods might be developed. 

Accordingly we pursue in this chapter the non-trivinl cn~o 

of lowest order, namely where A and B are both ot order ~t 

as an elementary application of transcoset theory. In rno~1nr. 

we shall furnish methods whereby example~ ot non-grou~ g~n

eralised transcosets such as those exhibited in Charter 1 

may be constructed. 

4.1. The case of A and B both of order 2. 



(1) Ag 

(11) gB 
(111) _ _ _ ___ Bg 

(1v) .= = = = == gA 

Fig. 1. 
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AgB unit. 

Fig. 6. 
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4.1.1. A schematic method of representing the generalised trnns-

coset of A and B. 

We introduce a schematic method of constructing all gener-

alised transcosets of A and B, which readily handles the 

case of A and B both of order 2. 

We shall use it to survey all generalised transcosets ot 

A and B, exhibiting a complete description ot fA,s,B,~J 
for the case \sl = 1, and also for the case where li,S,B,~] 

defines a group. 

Let us represent the elements of ASB by the nodes of a 

(topological) graph, with edges each of which is nasi~ned 

one of four colours. Two nodes are joined by an edge of 

the appropriate colour according to whether they lie in 

the same right or left coset of A or B in the sot ASB. 

4.1.1.1. DEFINITION. Two elements, aab, a's'b'! ASB, the formal pro-

duct of A, Sand B, lie in the same: 

(i) right coset of AI. Ag, if aab II (a"at)E#b'; 

(ii) left coset of B, gB, if asb = a'e'(b'b lt ); 

(iii) right coset of B, Bg, if (asb)'X I: (a'at(b"b'»X: 

(iv) left coset of A, gA, if (asb)?( = «a'a")a'b'»iI( ; 

for some an (CA, or some bIt E. B. See Fig. 1 tor the approp

riate coloured edge. 

4.1.1.2. PROPOSITION. A graph represents some ordered quadruple, 

rA,S,B,~J , where A and B are both ot order 2. it and only 

it the following conditions are satisfied: 
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(i) The number of nodes is divisible by 4. 

(ii) Every node meets precisely one edge in each of the 

four colours. 

(iii) Every node lies in one each of the subgraphs, Fig. 2, 

Fig. 3, corresponding to double cosets of the form AgB, 

BgA, g ~ ABB. 

PROOF. Given an ordered quadruple, [A,S,B,Xl • where A and 

B are of order 2, assign nodes in 1-1 correspondence with 

the elements of set ASB. This satisfies condition (i). 

Join two nodes with an edge of the appropriate colour acc

ording to whether they lie in the same right or left coset 

of A or B. 

Every element must lie in precisely one left (right) coset 

of A (B). This satisfies condition (ii). 

Every gCASB lies in a subset, AsB, also in a subset, (As'B)X • 

for some s,s'(S. The nodes corresponding to AsB must be 

joined as in Fig. 2, and the nodes corresponding to (As'B)X 

must be joined as in Fig. 3. Hence condition (iii) is satis

fied. 

Conversely, given a graph satisfying (i)-(iii), then the 

nodes may be partitioned into r disjoint subsets of 4 nodes, 

forming subgraphs of the type of Fig. 2. They are disjoint 

because no node can lie in two distinct subgraphs (Fig. 2) 

without meeting more than one edge of the same colour. 

Now each set of 4 nodes can be placed in 1-1 correspondence 

with the elements of the formal product, AsB, for some pair 

of order 2 groups, A and B, and some s(S, a set of r indet

erminates, so as to satisfy definition 4.1.1.1. 
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The foregoing paragraph holds true reading "Fig. 3" for 

"Fig 2", and "(ASB)X tt for "ASB". Thus we have defined 

the formal product, ASB, and its image under?( , and henee 

the ordered quadruple, fA,S,B,~3 • 

We aim to show that each node in a given graph satisfying 

4.1.1.2. (i)-(iii) lies also in subgraphs of the types 

shown in Figs. 4 or 5, 6 or 7, if and only if the graph 

represents a generalised transcoset of A and B. We shall 

proceed towards this goal by a sequenee of lemmas. 

4.1.1.3. LEMMA. An ordered triple, fA,T,~] , of A : C2 (not necess

arily in standard form) is an elementary transcoset of A 

if and only if either: 

(i) IT/ : 1, or: 

(ii) ITI = 2 and (At)L equals neither At nor At', where 

T:lt,t'J. 

PROOF. If A,T, is an elementary transcoset then ITI : 

(A:Ht ) = 1 or 2. If ITI = 2 and (At)'t" = At'. t, t' £ T, 

then (At')"t: = At, and {A,T,"'t'3is identical to the concaten

ation of two elementary transcosets. 

Conversely if ITI = 1 then ~ : (1) or (it, at) only. In 

either case, A(a) : e(a) = (it, at) for a ~ 1, henee the 

A-commuting condition is satisfied. 

If IT\ = 2 then let T : ft, uJ. Then for a ~ 1: 

~(a) I: (It, at)(iu, au) ; 

e(a) = (it, lu) (at, au) , or (it, au)(at, lu), 

for any given value of "'t, for example (at, au). That this 
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yields a transcoset follows from the fact that ~(a) commutes 

with either of the two possible values of (a), which implies 

the A-commuting condition. 

4.1.1.4. LE}~~. If an elementary transcoset, fA,T,~S , is embedded 

in a generalised transcoset of A and B, then in the graph 

representing the generalised transcoset, lA,S,B,?(), the 

set AT corresponds to a sub graph of the form of Fig. 4 or 5. 

Conversely if the graph representing an ordered quadruple, 

fA,S,B,~} ,contains a sub graph of the form of Fig. 4 or 5 

then this corresponds to an embedded elementary transcoset 

of A. 

PROOF. If IT' = 1 then the elements, lt, at, lie in the sarne 

left and right coset of A. Hence the corresponding nodes 

are joined as in Fig. 4. 

If \Tl = 2 then the four elements form two right coscts of 

A, say At, Au, and two distinct left cosets, (At}t , (Au)~ , 

neither of which equals At. Fig. 5 then illustrates nll ways 

of achieving this. 

Conversely suppose a subgraph of the form of Fig. 4 or 5 

occurs in the graph of an ordered quadruple, fA,S,B,y1 • 

Bring the associated ordered triple, rA,(SB),~1 , to stand

ard form, say lA,R, X'J, by an equivnlence-transforrnntion 

as described in Chapter 2. Then R;?T such that set AT cor

responds to the nodes oft\tsubgraph, since AT forms entire 

right cosets of A. If Fig. 4 applies to the subgrarh then 

IT\ = 1 and ~ fixes AT, whence the lemma follows by 4.1.1.3. 

If Fig. 5 applies then IT\ = 2, ~ fixes AT and a left coset 

of A equals no right coset of A in AT. Hence again the lemma 

follows by 4.1.1.3. 
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A similar proposition holds for B, with Figs. 6 and 7. 

4.1.1.5. PROPOSITION. fA,s,B,~) is a generalised transcoset of A 

and B, both of order 2, if and only if every node of the 

graph which represents it lies in a sub graph of the form 

of either Fig. 4 or 5, and also in a sub graph of the form 

of either Figs. 6 or 7. 

PROOF. These sub graphs (Fig. 4 or 5) must be disjoint, 

otherwise a node meets more than one edge of the 

same Colour. Similarly for Figs. 6 and 7. [A,S,B,~J is a 

generalised transcoset if and only if it satisfies the A

and B-commuting conditions, therefore if and only if every 

element of ASB lies in a pair of embedded elementary trans

cosets of A and of B respectively. Hence the proposition 

follows by lemma 4.1.1.4. 

4.1.1.6. DEFINITION. Two generalised transcosets of A and Bare 

equivalent if and only if their respective associated 

transcosets of A and of B are equivalent, i.e. if and only 

if they share the same derived groups, ~(A), rCA), A(B), 

reB). 

4.1.1.7. PROPOSITION. Two generalised transcosets are equivalent if 

and only if they share the same graph. 

PROOF. Form 2-cycles from each pair of elements correspond

ing to a pair of nodes joined by an edge of a given colour. 

This yields: (a ~ 1, and the roman numerals corresponding 
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to those of definition 4.1.1.1.) 

(i): A(a); (ii): f'b); (iii): ).(b) j (iv): (,<a). 

This yields a unique set of derived groups, ~(A), feB), 

~(B), rCA), from the given shared graph. Hence all gener

alised transcosets with this graph are equivalent. 

Conversely any two equivalent generalised transcosets of A 

and B share the same derived groups, of which the cycles 

of A(a), reb), ~(b), rea), define left/right cosets of A 

and B, hence edges of corresponding colours. This defines 

the same graph for both generalised transcosets. 

Thus we effectively construct all generalised transcosets 

of A and B, unique to equivalence, by constructing all non-

isomorphic graphs satisfying the conditions of both propos

itions 4.1.1.2., and 4.1.1.5. 

Since there are several infinite series of such graphs, we 

shall restrict our attention to two special cases, namely 

to the graphs of fA,S,B,~J where: 

lsi = 1, (see below) 

a group is defined, (see subsection 4.1.2.). 

For the sake of interest we exhibit the graphs of examples 

1.3.3.1. and 1.3.3.5. (Fig.B); 1.3.3.3. (Fig. 9); 1.3.3.4. 

(Fig. 10); of Chapter 1. 

Note that the generalised transcosets, 1.3.3.1. and 1.3.3.5. 

are equivalent, as was mentioned in Chapter 1, and that 

1.3.3.3. was there shown not to be a generalised transcoset. 
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Fig. 11 shows a hierarchy of subgraphs, terminating at the 

third (the lowest) level in the distinct non-isomorphic 

graphs of generalised transcosets, IA,s,B,xJ , where Is1 = 1. 

At the first level we start with the sub graph (Fig. 2) 

which all such graphs must contain. 

The second level illustrates the three distinct ways of 

adding an edge of colour (iv). The remaining two nodes can 

only be joined similarly. 

The third level represents all six distinct ways of adding 

a pair of edges of colour (iii) to complete the BgA type 

subgraph,(mandatorYh of Fig. 3. The resulting six distinct 

graphs each satisfy the conditions for representing gener

alised transcosets. 

4.1.2. The generalised transcosets of A and B, both of order 2. 

Which define groups. 

We shall construct a graph, by stages, which represents 

all such groups. It must consist of a finite number, r, 

of sets of four nodes each, each forming a disjoint sub

graph of the type shown in Fig. 2, called an AgB unit. 

Let one of the nodes correspond to the identity, IE: AnB. 

Since I( , of the represented generalised transcoset, must 

fix All U lIB then 1 must lie in the subgraph shown in 

Fig. 12. 
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The two unassigned colour (iv) edges may either be the 

same edge, or attached to another AgB unit so as to form 

an AgA unit (Fig. 5). If the same edge, the Fig. 13 ranlts. 

This defines a subset AS'B of ASB violating condition 1.3.1.4. 

(i). Hence any larger generalised transcoset containing this 

cannot define a group. 

otherwise if attached to another AgB unit a finite chain 

of r such units is formed, r>l. See Fig. 14. The diagonal 

Colour (iii) edge is mandatory to complete the BgA unit 

containing node 1. Next, consecutive diagonals are mandatory 

to complete successive BgB, BgA units (Fig. 15). 

The final two nodes must be joined by a colour (iii) edge 

as shown to complete the final BgA suberaph. No more AgE 

units can be added without violating 1.3.1.4. (i) as above. 

Hence we have shown that there exists only one graph to 

isomorphism, representing generalised transcosets of A and D, 

both of order 2, defining groups. 

The groups thus defined are all dihedral, as may be shown by 

the following theorem: (See D. Gorenstein (1968» 

4.1.2.1. THEOREM. If x and yare involutions (i.e. order 2 elements) 

of group G then both x and y invert the product, xy, and so 

gp lx, yl is dihedral. 
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4.l. Conclusion. 

In this chapter we have introduced a method of finding all 

generalised transcosets of A and B for the fairly straight

forward case of A, B both of order 2. The schematic method 

used suggests generalisation to higher order, prime-cyelic 

groups, A and B, by use of directed coloured edges. Such a 

method does not readily lend itself to manual handling, but 

may allow computer searches of groups of a particular order 

generated by two prime-order elements, or even for non-group 

generalised transcosets. 

Although we have only offered easy examples in this chapter, 

these have been included as suggestive applications of the 

theory of transcosets developed in Chapters 1 and 2, which 

has been the chief purpose of this thesis. 

--00000--



TABLE 1. The fully collapsed elementary transcosets of D~ 

n.r. corresp. perm. T cycle-lengths Alt(A)? Notes. 

1 (1,2) 8 2,3,4. 
2 (1,2,3) 8 2,3,4,6. A1t 
5 (1,3) 4 1,2. = ¢A 
6 (1,2,3,4) 8 2,3,4,5,6,8. 
7 (2,3,4) 8 2,3,5,6,7. Alt 
8 (1,3,4,2) 8 2,3,4,5,8. 
9 (1,3,4) 8 2,3,6. Alt 

10 (3,4) 4 1,2,4,8. 
11 (1,2) C3 ,4) 8 2,4,6,7. Alt 
12 (1,3)(2,4) 8 2,4,6. lit 
13 (1,3,2,4) 8 2,3,4,5,8. 
24 (1,2,3,4,5) 4 2,3,5. Alt 
25 (2,3,4,5) 8 2,3,4,6,8. 
26 (1,3,4,5,2) 8 2,3,4,5,6,7. Alt 
27 (1,3,4,5) 8 2,3,4,5. 
29 (1,2)(3,4,5) 8 2,3,4,5,6,8. 
30 (1,3)(2,4,5) 8 2,3,5,6,8. 
31 (1,3,2,4,5) 8 2,3,4,5,6,7. Alt 
32 (2,4,5,3) 4 1,2,3,4,5. 
33 (1,2,4,5,3) 8 2.3,4.5,6,7. Alt 
36 (1,4,5,3,2) 8 2,3,5,6,7. A1t 
40 (1.4,5,2,3) 8 2,3,4,5,6.7. Alt 
41 (1,4,5)(2,3) 8 2,3,4,5,6,8, 
43 (1,2)(4.5) 4 1.2,3,4,6. lit 
44 (1,2,3)(4,5) 4 2,3,4,8. 
47 (1,3)(4,5) 8 2,3,4,6. A1t 
48 (1,3,5,2,4) 8 2,3,5,6,7. lit 
49 (1,3,5)(2,4) 4 2,3,4,8. 
50 (2,4)(3,5) 4 1,2,4. lit 
51 (1,2,4)(3,5) 8 2,3,4,5,6,8. 
52 (1,2,4,3,5) 8 2,3,4,5,6,7. Alt 
53 (2,4,3,5) 8 2,4,5,8. 
54 (1,4,2)(3,5) 8 2,3,4,5,6,8. 
55 (1,4)(3,5) 8 2,3,4,5,6. lit 



TABLE 1. (continued) 

n.r. corresp. perm. T cycle-lengths Alt(A)? Notes 

56 (1,4,3,5) 8 2,3,4,5,8. 
57 (1,4,3,5,2) 8 2,3,4,5,6,7. Alt 
90 (1,3,4)(2,5) 4 2,3,4,8. 
91 (1,3,4,2,5) 8 2,3,4,5,6,7. Alt 
93 (1,2,5,3,4) 8 2,3,4,5,6,7. Alt 
94 (1,2,5)(3,4) 8 2,3,5,8. 
95 (2,5)(4,3) 2 1,2,6 Alt 

108 (1,5,2,3,4) 8 2,3,4,5,6,7. Alt 
109 (1,5)(2,3,4) 8 2,3,5,8. 
122 (1,3,4,5,6,2) 8 2,3,4,5,6,8. 
123 (1,3,4,5,6) 8 2,3,4,5,6. Alt 
126 (1,3)(2,4,5,6) 8 2,3,4,6,7. Alt 
127 (1,3,2,4,5,6) 8 2,3,4,5,6,8. 
132 (1,4,5,6,3,2) 4 1,3,6,8. 
142 (1,3,2)(4,5,6) 4 1,2,3,4. Alt 
143 (1,3)(4,5,6) 8 2,3,4,8. 
144 (1,3,5,6,2,4) 8 2,3,4,6. 
145 (1,3,5,6)(2,4) 8 2,3,4,5,6,7. Alt 
147 (1,2,4)(3,5,6) 8 2,3,4,7. Alt c: S168 
148 (1,2,4,3,5,6) 8 2,3,4,6,8. 
150 (1,4,2) (3,5,6) 4 1,3,7. Alt 
151 (1,4)(3,5,6) 8 2,3,4,8. 
152 (1,4,3,5,6) 8 2,3,4,5,6,7. Alt 
153 (1,4,3,5,6,2) 4 2,3,4,5,6,8. 
154 (1,4)(3,5,6,2) 4 2,3,4,6. Alt 
155 (1,4,2,3,5,6) 4 2,3,4,5,6,8. 
157 (1,2) (3,5,6,4) 8 2,3,4,5,7. Alt 
160 (1,3,5,6,4,2) 4 1,2,3,4,5. 
161 (1,3,5,6,4) 8 2,3,4,5,6,7. Alt 
168 (1,4,2,5,6,3) 8 2,5,6,8. 
169 (1,4)(2,5,6,3) ~ 2,3,4,5,6,7. Alt 
170 (1,4,3,2,5,6) 8 2,3,5,6,8. 
175 (1,2,5,6,4,3) 4 1,2,4,6,8. 
178 (1,3)(2,5,6,4) 8 2,3,4,5,6,7. Alt 
179 (1,3,2,5,6,4) 8 2,5,6,8. 
186 (1,3,4)(2,5,6) 8 2,3,4,6,7. A1t 
189 (1,2,5,6,3,4) 8 2,6,8. 



TABLE 1. (continued) 

n.r. corresp. perm. T cyc1e-1en~ths Alt(A)? Notes 

196 (1,5,6,4,2,3) 8 2,3,4,6,8. 
197 (1,5,6,4)(2,3) 4 2,4,6,7. Alt 
209 (1,5,6,2)(4,3) 4 1,2,4,7. Alt 
211 (1,5,6,3,2,4) 8 2,3,4,6,8. 
212 (1,5,6)(2,4,3) 8 2,3,4,6,7 Alt 
213 (1,5,6,2,4,3) 8 2,3,4,5,6,8. 
225 (l,3,4)(5,6) 8 2,3,5,8. 
228 (1,3)(2,4)(5,6) 8 2,3,5,6,8. 
229 (1,3,2,4)(5,6) 4 2,4,6,7. Alt 
240 (1,3,5)(2,4,6) 2 2,3. A1t c: S168 
241 (1,3,5,2,4,6) 8 2,3,4,6,8. 
243 (1,2,4,6,3,5) 8 2,3,4,6. 
244 (1,2,4,6)(3,5) 8 2,3,4,5,6,7. Alt 
257 (1,3,5)(4,6) 4 2,3,4. 
264 (1,4,6,3)(2,5) 2 1,2,6. Alt 
265 (1,4,6,3,2,5) 8 2,5,6,8. 
267 (1,4,6,2,5,3) 8 2,3,5,6. 
274 (1,3)(2,5)(4,6) 4 1,2,4,8. 
285 (1,2,5)(3,4,6 ) 8 2,3,4,6,7. Alt 
308 (1,5,3,2,4,6) 8 2,3,4,5,6,8. 
309 (1,5,3)(2,4,6) 4 1,2,3,6. Alt 
359 (1,3)(4,6) 1 1,2. Alt Aut(A) 
407 (1,5,2,4,3,6) 8 2,3,5,6,8. 
423 (1,2,4)(3,6,5) 4 1,3,7. Alt 
424 (1,2,4,3,6,5) 4 2,3,4,5,6,8. 
427 (1,4)(3,6,5) 8 2,3,4,8. 
428 (1,4,3,6,5) 8 2,3,4,5,6,7. A1t 
445 (1,4)(3,6) 2 1,4. A1t 
446 (1,4,3,6) 4 1,2,4. 
459 (1,2,4,5)(3,6) 4 2,3,4,6. Alt 
460 (1,2,4,5,3,6) 4 2,3,4,5,6,8. 
520 (1,2,6,5)(3,4) 4 1,2,4,7 A1t 
722 (1,3,4,5,6,7,2) 8 2,3,5,7. A1t 
723 (1,3,4,5,6,7) 8 2,3,4,5,6,8. 
724 (3,4,5,6,7) 4 2,3,5,6,7. lit 
732 (1,4,5,6,7,3,2) 8 2,3,4,5,7. Alt 
738 (4,5,6,7) 1 1,4. Aut(A) 



TABLE 1. (continued) 

n.r. corresp. perm. T cycle-lengths Alt(A)? Notes 

742- (1,3,2)(4,5,6,7) 8 2,3,4,8. 
743 (1,3)(4,5,6,7) 4 1,2,4. Alt 
744 (1,3,5,6,7,2,4) 4 2,3,6,7. Alt 
749 (2,4,3,5,6,7) 4 2,3,4,5,6,8. 
750 (1,4,2)(3,5,6,7) 8 3,4,6,8. 
768 (1,4,2,5,6,7,3) 4 2,4,7. Alt 
786 (1,3,4)(2,5,6,7) 8 2,3,4,6,8. 
787 (1,3,4,2,5,6,7) 4 2,3,6,7. Alt 
788 (2,5,6,7,3,4) 2 6,8. 
812 (1,5,6,7)(2,4,3) 8 3,4,6,8. 
813 (1,5,6,7,2,4,3) 4 2,4,7. Alt 
830 (2,4,3)(5,6,7) 4 3,4,7. Alt c: 8168 
834 (1,4,3,2)(5,6,7) 8 3,4,6,8. 
846 (1,4,6,7,3,5,2) 4 7. Alt 
847 (1,4,6,7,3,5) 8 2,3,4,5,6,8. 
865 (1,4,6,7,3,2,5) ~ 2,4,6,7. Alt 
866 (1,4,6,7)(2,5,3) 8 2,3,4,6. 
908 (1,5,3,2,4,6,7) 8 2,3,4,5,7. Alt 
962 (1,4,2,5,3,6,7) 4 2,3,4,5,7. Alt 
975 (1,3,6,7)(2,5,4) 2 2,3,4,5. 

1028 (1,4,3,6,7,5) 8 2,3,4,5,6,8. 
1063 (1,4,5) C3,6, 7) 4 1,3. Alt 
1064 (1,4,5,3,6,7) 2 1,3. 
1124 (1,4,3,2,6,7,5) 4 7. Alt 
1367 (1,3 )(4, 5)(6,7) 1 1,2. 
1462 (3,5,7)(4,6) 4 2,3,4. 
1487 (2,5,7)(3,4,6) 2 3,4. Alt 
1512 (4,6)(5,7) 1 1,2. Alt Aut(A) 
1628 (1,4,3,6)(5,7) 2 1,2. Alt 

NOTE: Elementary transcosets embedded in the Alternating 

Group, Alt(A) are marked "Alt". 
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